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I.

Subject matter

A. Mandate
This report is submitted by the German federal government in fulfilment of the mandate
received from the German Bundestag during its ninth electoral term. The government was
tasked with reporting on the experiences made in applying the Act on Temporary Agency Work
(Arbeitnehmerüberlassungsgesetz, AÜG) and to include the experience made in applying the
Act to Combat Unlawful Employment (Gesetz zur Bekämpfung der illegalen Beschäftigung)
every four years, starting on 30 June 1984. The German government received this mandate
from the German Bundestag on its 64th session, on 12 November 1981, when the Bundestag
approved the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment.
When the AÜG received the unanimous approval of the Bundestag on 21 June 1972, the
Bundestag initially called upon the government to submit a report on the experiences made with
this law every two years. For this reason, the government submitted reports to the Bundestag in
1974 (Bundestag printed paper 7/2385), in 1976 (Bundestag printed paper 7/5631), in 1978
(Bundestag printed paper 8/2025) and in 1980 (Bundestag printed paper 8/4479). In line with
the Bundestag’s decision of 12 November 1981, further reports were submitted every four
years, i.e. in 1984 (Bundestag printed paper 11/1934), in 1988 (Bundestag printed
paper 11/2639), in 1992 (Bundestag printed paper 12/3180), 1996 (Bundestag printed
paper 13/5498) and 2000 (Bundestag printed paper 14/4220).
The Bundestag’s decision of 15 October 2003 (Bundestag printed paper 15/1728) stipulated
that the reports on the experiences made with the AÜG and the Act to Combat Unlawful
Employment respectively be submitted in two separate reports. The section on the experience
made in applying the AÜG remains the responsibility of the Federal Ministry of Labour and
Social Affairs, while the above-mentioned decision transferred the responsibility for the report
on the effects of the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment to the Federal Ministry of Finance.
The submission deadline for the report was exceptionally postponed by one year, to 2005, by a
Bundestag decision when the First Act on Modern Services on the Labour Market (Erstes
Gesetz für moderne Dienstleistungen am Arbeitsmarkt) was adopted (Bundestag printed
paper 15/98). The 10th (Bundestag printed paper 15/5934), 11th (Bundestag printed
paper 16/13768), 12th (Bundestag printed paper 17/14800) and 13th (Bundestag printed paper
18/12755) reports were submitted to the Bundestag on 20 July 2002, 03 July 2009, 27
September 2013 and 9 June 2017 respectively.
B. Purpose
In line with the mandate issued by the Bundestag, the report outlines developments in
combating undeclared work and unlawful employment, taking into account, like the previous
reports, not only the experiences made with the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and,
since 2004, the Act to Combat Undeclared Work and Unlawful Employment (Gesetz zur
Bekämpfung der Schwarzarbeit und illegalen Beschäftigung, SchwarzArbG), but also the
trends in the area of undeclared work and unlawful employment as a whole for the 2017–2020
period.
C. Sources
The report draws on contributions made by the Länder, on statements by the occupational
accident insurance fund for food and hospitality (Berufsgenossenschaft Nahrungsmittel und
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Gastgewerbe), the Federal Employment Agency, the Federal Office for Goods Transport
(BAG), the Federal Guild for Scaffolding Trade (Bundesinnung für das GerüstbauerHandwerk) and Federal Scaffolding Association (Bundesverband Gerüstbau), the Federal
Association for Road Haulage, Logistics and Disposal (Bundesverband Güterkraftverkehr
Logistik und Entsorgung), the Confederation of German Employers’ Associations
(Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbände, BDA), the German Social Accident
Insurance (Deutsche Gesetzliche Unfallversicherung, DGUV), the German Trade Union
Confederation (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund, DGB), the German Statutory Pension Insurance
Scheme (Deutsche Rentenversicherung Bund, DRV), the German Pension Insurance Institute
for Miners, Railway and Maritime Workers, the Central Customs Authority
(Generalzolldirektion, GZD), the Main Association of the German Construction Sector
(Hauptverband der Deutschen Bauindustrie, HDB), IG Metall, the construction industry’s
support funds (SOKA-BAU), the Central Association of the German Construction Industry
(Zentralverband Deutsches Baugewerbe, ZDB), and the German Confederation of Skilled
Crafts (Zentralverband des Deutschen Handwerks, ZDH).
II.

Undeclared work and unlawful employment

A. General aspects
Definitions
Undeclared work and unlawful employment usually constitute multiple offences that this report
will generally list separately, by original legislation. The structure of this report follows the key
feature of the act committed, and matches each act committed up with the applicable original
legislation. For instance, violations of the statutory minimum wage requirements entail a loss
of social security contributions – this is why the specific types of offence described in the
following can often not be considered only in the light of the applicable original legislation, but
must also be examined with reference to the other legal provisions.
Undeclared work is defined in section 1 (2) of the SchwarzArbG. Undeclared work is deemed
to have been engaged in by any persons who, in performing or commissioning work or services,
-

Fail, in their capacity as employer, entrepreneur, or self-employed person requiring social
security contributions, to fulfil their registration, contribution, or record-keeping obligations
in accordance with social security legislation,
Fail to fulfil their tax obligations as taxpayers,
Are in receipt of social benefits and fail to fulfil the notification obligations towards their
benefits provider,
Or, as providers of work or services,
o Have failed to fulfil their resulting obligation to register the opening of an
independent business operating from a fixed location or to obtain the required
itinerant trader’s permit or
o Perform the work or services themselves in the form of a craft or trade for which a
permit is required as an independent business operating from a fixed location
without being enrolled in the craft and trade register (Handwerksrolle).

Furthermore, anyone who fakes providing or commissioning work or services, leading to
benefits under the Book II or Book III of the Social Code (Sozialgesetzbuch, SGB) being
wrongfully obtained by the individual faking such work or services or by another individual, is
deemed to engage in undeclared work.
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Unlawful employment was also given a legal definition in the reporting period thanks to the
Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud (Gesetz gegen illegale Beschäftigung
und Sozialleistungsmissbrauch), which entered into force on 18 July 2019 (Federal Law
Gazette I, p. 1066), and which added section 1 (3) to the SchwarzArbG. Under section 1 (3) of
the SchwarzArbG, anyone is deemed to pursue unlawful work who,
-

-

-

Employs foreign nationals in their capacity as employer or, in their capacity as the user
enterprise, allows foreign nationals to work, without authorisation
Pursues employment as a foreign national without authorisation,
As an employer,
o Without the permit required under section 1 (1) sentence 1 of the Act on Temporary
Agency Work (Arbeitnehmerüberlassungsgesetz, AÜG), or
o In contradiction of the provisions set out in section 1 (1) sentences 5 and 6,
section 1a or section 1b of the AÜG,
Provides workers or uses their work,
As an employer, employs workers without the work conditions pursuant to the provisions
of the Minimum Wage Act (Mindestlohngesetz, MiLoG), pursuant to the Posted Workers
Act (Arbeitnehmer-Entsendegesetz, AEntG) or pursuant to section 8 (5) of the AÜG in
combination with a statutory instrument pursuant to section 3a (2) sentence 1 of the AÜG
being observed, or
As an employer, employs workers under exploitative working conditions.
Scope of, and trends in undeclared work and unlawful employment

It is still impossible to measure the scope of and trends in undeclared work and unlawful
employment and to provide robust evidence of how it relates to the official gross domestic
product (GDP). As a part of the shadow economy, this type of work or employment is, by its
very nature, generally carried out clandestinely and thus escapes direct statistical measurement.
However, various institutions have once again conducted studies in this reporting period to try
to estimate the total scope of the shadow economy and undeclared work, notably in the area of
part-time low-wage jobs (known in Germany as “mini-jobs”). These studies were not
commissioned by the German government.
For example, the Institute for Applied Economic Research at the University of Tübingen
(Institut für Angewandte Wirtschaftsforschung an der Universität Tübingen, IAW) and
Professor Friedrich Schneider (University of Linz) argue in their joint annual analyses that the
size of the shadow economy in absolute terms – estimated at approximately €328bn in 2017,
€325bn in 2018 and €324bn in 2019 – in relation to the official economy remained almost
constant overall in the reporting period of 2017 until at least early 2020; this means the shadow
economy actually shrank in relation to GDP (10.1%, 9.7% and 9.4%) until 2019. However,
these analyses also state that, in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, Germany’s shadow
economy grew in absolute terms, rising to an estimated size of €339bn in 2020 (i.e. by 10.2%
in relation to GDP, which shrank due to the pandemic). Nevertheless, the short-time work
scheme (Kurzarbeit), a measure deployed in response to the pandemic, prevented a stronger
increase, the study states. This, the IAW and Professor Schneider state, means that the size of
the German shadow economy is in the lower middle range compared to other OECD countries.
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Affected sectors
Undeclared work and unlawful employment affects almost all sectors of the economy,
especially the labour-intensive sectors. The experience made by the responsible inspection and
monitoring authorities and by the sections of the economy concerned shows that undeclared
work and unlawful employment primarily affects most sectors listed in section 2a (1) of the
SchwarzArbG and section 28a (4) sentence 1 of Book IV of the SGB, namely:
-

Construction (including construction-related industries),
The catering and hotel business,
Passenger transport,
The haulage, transport and associated logistics sectors,
The fairground and amusement sector,
Forestry businesses,
Industrial cleaning,
Businesses engaged in setting up and dismantling at trade fairs and exhibitions,
The meat industry,
Prostitution and
The private security industry.

For details regarding the number of individuals working for the industries and sectors listed in
section 2a (1) SchwarzArbG and section 28a (4) sentence 1 of Book IV of the SGB, please
consult the German government’s response to question 1b) in the Short Parliamentary Enquiry
(Kleine Anfrage) by the Alliance 90/The Greens parliamentary group, in Bundestag printed
paper 19/18583.
The list of the above-named sectors is continually re-assessed. This selection of sectors is
assessed primarily on the basis of the findings and observations made by the the custom
administration’s Unit for the Financial Control of Undeclared Work (Finanzkontrolle
Schwarzarbeit, FKS), although it is also shaped in large part by information and findings
relayed by the Länder (federal states), industry associations, unions and cooperating authorities.
The selection of sectors was not changed during the reporting period. Prostitution and the
private security industry were included in 2017 and 2019 respectively.
Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud (Gesetz gegen illegale
Beschäftigung und Sozialleistungsmissbrauch)
On 18 July 2019, the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud entered into
force, a major milestone in the reporting period.
The Act gave the FKS additional responsibilities and powers, created new administrative
offences liable for fines, strengthened the FKS’s rights with regards to proceedings, and
enhanced cooperation and the exchange of data between the participating authorities. It also
massively beefed up FKS staffing by stipulating that the unit be given approximately 3,500
additional posts by 2029 in order to implement the Act. This enables the FKS to create a more
orderly, fairer labour market.
For more details on the respective responsibilities and powers, please see in particular III. A.2
and III. B. below.
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Cooperation
Effectively combating undeclared work and unlawful employment is only possible if all entities
concerned engage in coordinated cooperation and an intense exchange of information. The legal
basis for this is notably provided by section 2 (4) and section 6 of SchwarzArbG; accordingly,
the FKS cooperates with a wide range of authorities and entities. Each authority tells the other
which information it requires in order to complete its respective tasks.
Section 2 (4) sentence 1 of the SchwarzArbG designates the following authorities and entities
as cooperating bodies for the FKS:
-

-

The revenue authorities,
The Federal Employment Agency, including in its capacity as a benefits agency,
The Federal Network Agency for Electricity, Gas, Telecommunications, Postal and Rail
Services,
The agencies responsible for collecting the contributions for the different branches of social
security (section 28i, Book IV of the SGB),
The pension providers,
The work accident insurance providers,
The joint entities and approved local authority providers under Book II of the SGB and the
Federal Employment Agency in its capacity as the entity responsible for the centrally
managed IT applications under section 50 (3) of Book II of the SGB,
The authorities responsible under the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act
(Asylbewerberleistungsgesetz),
The authorities specified in section 71 (1)–(3) of the Residence Act (Aufenthaltsgesetz,
AufenthG),
The BAG,
The authorities responsible under the legislation of the respective Land for monitoring and
authorising occasional transport services using motor vehicles under section 46 of the
Passenger Transport Act (Personenbeförderungsgesetz),
The authorities responsible under the legislation of the respective Land for licensing and
supervising commercial road haulage,
The authorities responsible for occupational health and safety in the respective Land,
For individual cases, and at request, the police authorities of the Federation and the Länder,
The authorities responsible under the legislation of the respective Land for prosecuting and
punishing administrative offences as described in this Act and
The entities responsible for processing business registrations pursuant to section 14 of the
Trade Regulation Code (Gewerbeordnung, GewO),
The agencies responsible under the legislation of the respective Land for inspecting and
controlling compliance with Land procurement and collective agreement law,
The authorities responsible under the legislation of the respective Land for receiving the
registration of prostitutes pursuant to section 3 of the Prostitute Protection Act
(Prostituiertenschutzgesetz) and for issuing permits to businesspersons in the area of
prostitution pursuant to section 12 of the Prostitute Protection Act,
The authorities responsible under legislation of the respective Land for licensing pursuant
to section 34 of the GewO and
The joint entities of the parties to the collective agreement within the meaning of
section 4 (2) of the Collective Agreements Act (Tarifvertragsgesetz).

The most recent amendments to the SchwarzArbG (see III. A. 2.1 and III. A. 2.12, and III. B. 3)
of 11 July 2019 added further important authorities and entities to the list of FKS cooperating
7

agencies and cooperating entities which can contribute to combating undeclared work and
unlawful employment and support the FKS in fulfilling its responsibilities.
The principles of cooperation between the FKS and the cooperating authorities are laid out, for
example, in agreements and guidelines which detail the specifics of cooperation. Currently,
such agreements are in place with 12 cooperating authorities (see III. C. 1.1).
At the regional and municipal level, personal contacts between employees of the various
authorities play an essential role; such contacts are established, for example, at joint inspections,
during the direct exchange of information, at workshops and training courses, and reciprocal
shadowing visits. Furthermore, the FKS and its cooperating authorities also meet regularly,
which helps discuss questions arising in and around the cooperation process, exchange new
ideas to optimise cooperation and implement them within the framework of the legal
possibilities. Finally, the many coordinating groups which have formed throughout Germany,
both at the level of the Länder and at the regional level, serve to identify organisational
interfaces and discuss specific problematic cases.
The sharing of facts found in the course of inspections by the customs administration is a core
aspect of cooperation with other authorities as such facts may be connected to the primary
responsibilities of those other entities and may therefore imply financial claims. For example,
if a person is employed without being registered for social contributions and without taxes being
paid, this usually means that the respective entity must then retroactively collect the social
security contributions and taxes.
With regard to cases of sham self-employment, cooperation between business registration
offices, the entities within the assessment tax offices responsible for new businesses, and the
customs authorities is particularly important. If there are indications of sham self-employment,
it is essential that the customs authorities are sent information early on so that a (joint)
inspection can be conducted.
The investigation teams that were established as part of the cooperation between the customs
authorities and the Länder revenue authorities (which also includes other authorities) allowed
for successful investigations in complex cases.
The laws on procurement and collective agreements that were introduced during the reporting
period in some Länder stipulate that the Land authorities are required to inform the FKS when
there are indications of violations falling within the remit of the FKS.
Performing joint inspections together with the cooperating authorities listed in section 2 (4)
sentence 1 of the SchwarzArbG constitutes a further element of cooperation with other
authorities. During the reporting period, the cooperating authorities affected were, in principle,
involved when special inspections were conducted at both the national and at the regional level.
In combating fraud relating to short-time work benefits, the Federal Employment Agency and
the FKS continue to cooperate closely, providing mutual support and continuously exchanging
information. The procedure, responsibility, implementation of joint inspections with regard to
short-time work benefits received in 2020 was decided upon in negotiations between the
Federal Employment Agency and the FKS. Joint inspections were conducted in this context.
Furthermore, the two authorities engage in an intensive exchange of information. For example,
indications of short-time work benefit fraud received by the FKS are transmitted to the Federal
Employment Agency for analysis. Findings made by the Federal Employment Agency which
affect the inspection responsibilities pursuant to section 2 (1) of the SchwarzArbG are sent to
the relevant main customs office for further processing.
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When there were Covid-19 outbreaks in meat plants in the meat industry in 2020, joint
inspections were also conducted together with occupational health and safety authorities,
among others. During inspections conducted in May and June 2020, 38 FKS offices were
supported by occupational health and safety authorities. The FKS also cooperated with other
bodies during additional inspections conducted in August 2020. Mostly, the main customs
offices, which were supported by the occupational health and safety authorities, reported that
the inspections had found no major irregularities in terms of compliance with occupational
health and safety provisions.
B. Undeclared work
Violations of the social security provisions
Employers must register employees requiring social security contributions with social security
providers’ collection bodies. Section 28a Book IV of the SGB includes an extensive list of the
registration obligations concerning social security provisions. On the basis of section 2 (1)
sentence 1 no 1 of the SchwarzArbG, the FKS checks whether the obligations arising from work
or services provided as set out in section 28a of Book IV of the SGB are being met or were met
in the past.
In turn, the pension providers check at least every four years, pursuant to section 28p of
Book IV of the SGB, that employers are properly meeting their registration obligations and
other obligations, as set out in Book IV of the SGB, which are connected with the total social
security contributions.
Furthermore, section 28a (4) of Book IV of the SGB stipulates that, for the sectors listed
therein, employers have an obligation to register employees immediately: according to this
provision, the employer has an obligation to register the start date of employment – at the latest
on the start date – with the Data Processing Centre of Germany’s Pension Funds (Datenstelle
der Träger der Rentenversicherung, DSRV).
Any violations of the registration obligations set out in section 28a of Book IV of the SGB may
result in administrative fines. The failure to register, failure to register as officially prescribed,
or failure to register the correct information in full or by the given deadline, can be punished as
an administrative offence pursuant to section 111 (1) sentence 1 no 2, and section 111 (4) of
Book IV of the SGB.
Violations of registration obligations by the employer as set out in the social security provisions
are often accompanied by a failure to pay social contributions as officially prescribed. Pursuant
to section 266a of the Criminal Code (Strafgesetzbuch, StGB), this is punishable by a prison
sentence of up to five years or a fine; in particularly egregious cases pursuant to section 266a (4)
of the StGB, prison sentences ranging from six months to ten years can apply.
The Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud introduced administrative fines
for negligent failure to pay social security contributions. Pursuant to section 8 (3) of the
SchwarzArbG, anyone is deemed to commit an administrative offence who negligently
commits an action described in section 266a (2) nos 1 or 2 of the StGB and thereby negligently
fails to pay social security contributions to the collection body.
1.1.

Scope of, and trends in undeclared work and unlawful employment

The DRV has provided the following data for the 2017–2020 period:
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Year
Suspicious cases
Irregularities

2017

2018

2019

2020

86,867

88,968

112,261

85,596

118,213

116,175

98,125

101,968

Arrears (in €)

340,729,057 345,150,939

302,478,705 416,198,557

Late payment penalties (in
€)

185,253,096 185,420,364

154,462,100 238,481,157

Source: DRV (*preliminary figures – last updated on 29.01.2021)

1.2.

Types of offences

Undeclared work in connection with violations of the social security provisions was conducted
in forms similar to those identified in the previous reporting periods. Undeclared work occurs
in the form of employment without registering the employee and without paying social security
contributions, or in the form of incorrect registrations and a failure to pay social security
contributions in full. Furthermore, there is a broad range of types of offences which all aim to
deceive the authorities by concealing, at least partially, the extent of social security
contributions which the employer is liable to pay in Germany.
Sham self-employment
A special variation of undeclared work continues to present itself in the form of sham selfemployment. Sham self-employment is defined as a person working and appearing to be a
formally self-employed entrepreneur (a contractor) despite, in fact, being in dependent
employment as described in section 7 (1) of Book IV of the SGB. Sham self-employment
characteristically consists of wrongly denying that there is an obligation to pay social security
contributions and thus avoiding paying social security contributions; another characteristic of
sham self-employment can consist in paying the minimum wage or abiding by the occupational
health and safety provisions despite the fact that neither of those are applicable to self-employed
individuals. FKS inspections and investigations often find that purportedly self-employed
individuals personally report to another business and are integrated into the structures of another
business; purportedly self-employed individuals might, for example, be subject to their
purported contracting party’s right to issue instructions, not have their own materials and
machines, and bill their work on an hourly basis, meaning that, in actual fact, when all
circumstances relating to the performance of the contract are considered, these individuals are
subject to forms of employment which require social security contributions. Sham selfemployment continues to affect nearly all sectors of the economy and is not limited to individual
cases.
The trends in sham self-employment described in the 13th report continue to be relevant.
During the reporting period, an increased number of instances were detected in Saxony where
companies operating formerly legal businesses for the provision of temporary workers went
over to failing to obtain the necessary permit from the Federal Employment Agency. These
companies introduce a new business idea on the market by acting as agencies for “selfemployed” entrepreneurs. This would mean that a permit to provide temporary workers can be
dispensed with, as only individuals performing (sham) self-employed work are provided,
against payment of an agency commission. Such cases can be found in the restaurant, catering
and events sectors, in the construction industry, in the haulage and transport sector, and in
10

agencies providing care and home help professionals. Some agencies on the market also offer
the services of locum tenens physicians. The contractual structures chosen mean that is is almost
impossible to prove that such agencies function as employers. The individuals engaging in
(sham) self-employment sign authorisations enabling the agency to deal with business/invoices
on behalf of the supposedly self-employed individual. When these cases are assessed under
social security legislation, all that can be determined is that the individual is integrated into
business operations and that he or she is bound by the instructions of the recipient/client (user
enterprise) of the work.
Pension providers also point out that freelancers have been found to be used in the area of
maritime and inland waterway transportation (for example as supposedly self-employed
captains and officers). This often results from a failure by the employer to check the individual’s
status under social security law sufficiently thoroughly.
Wage splitting
A well-known method of concealment that continues to be used to reduce non-wage labour
costs is wage splitting.
With this method, the employer, when registering with the social security provider, replaces
correct information regarding the existing employment relationship with several fictitious, lowwage part-time employment relationships which do no require social security contributions,
thus concealing his or her obligation to provide insurance for an employment relationship.
There continue to be cases of wage splitting in connection with certain remuneration models
which are designed to keep tax and social contributions to a minimum. With these cases,
elements of pay which do not require social security contributions such as field allowances,
expenses, travel cost allowances, supplements for night work and work on Sundays or public
holidays are included in the final wage with a fixed basic (and low) wage. The calculations are
sometimes made with the help of software that calculates the maximum possible number of
allowances, without taking into account the de facto working conditions. However, these
supplements are only tax-free and do not require social security contributions when they are
used as intended, i.e. when they actually correlate with the services or work provided, for
example when work was completed outside of regular working hours.
Fictitious invoices
The current reporting period once again saw employers at times issue fictitious invoices or
covering invoices, i.e. invoices stating false information, in order to conceal pay for undeclared
work which required social security contributions, but for which the employees were not
registered. Sham work and services contracts are used particularly often to this end. Fraudsters
frequently use bogus companies they themselves have founded for this purpose or pay
commission to use bogus companies established for the sole purpose of introducing, as a
“service”, so to say, fictitious invoices into the economy. Employees are registered and formally
used under a work and services contract, sometimes via the bogus companies founded for the
purpose of providing fictitious invoices, and frequently within the framework of low-wage parttime work. Contributions to social security are then not paid, or not paid in full, by the bogus
company, to the social security provider. When inspections are conducted, this creates the
impression that the employees are lawfully registered with social security, when in actual fact,
they are integrated into the workflow of the true employer and perform far more hours of work
than those recorded. The bogus company creates and sells invoices for the services supposedly
rendered (i.e. covering invoices), which the true employer, i.e. the purchaser of the invoice,
then books under expenses, and pays. The purchaser of the invoice provides the details for such
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invoices. The funds credited to the bogus company’s account are quickly withdrawn in cash
and returned – minus a fee – by the bogus company’s operator to the invoice purchaser, who
can then use these funds as black money. The black money generated with this method enables
purchasers of the invoices to pay their employees for undeclared work, or to conceal the
withdrawal of profits.
Such company structures are founded everywhere in the EU and usually exist for a limited
period of time. After the end of a varying period of “active” use, such bogus companies are
dissolved and replaced by new ones. The individuals ostensibly responsible for the company’s
actions are usually natural persons who have no business experience and do not live in
Germany; in other cases, false identities are used. This form of concealing work is also termed
missing trader fraud, or “chain fraud” in German (Kettenbetrug), as there is often a “chain” of
bogus companies in practice.
Increasingly, organised criminal gangs are involved in the foundation and operation of bogus
companies, making it more difficult for the law enforcement authorities to investigate such
companies. Criminals generate considerable profits from fees (see III.B. 4).
Employers also use “purely” fictitious invoices which are not tied to any kind of work or service
to conceal undeclared work (see II. B. 1). In contrast to the method of concealment described
above, the employees are registered, with this method, for social security with the actual
employer. On top of the regular wage payments, however, employees are paid black wages in
the form of additional payments which are generated by entering fictitious third-party services
into active companies’ books as expenses.
Abuse of EU freedom to provide cross-border services
Pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, employees in the European Union are, in principle,
subject to the social security legislation of the Member State in which they are professionally
active. This principle does not apply in the case of posted workers, where workers in principle
remain subject to the legislation of the country where the employer has their registered office.
The “A1 Portable Document” serves to prove that another Member State is responsible for
social security. Abuse can also occur in connection with A1 Portable Documents. For example,
shell companies are founded in other EU countries which do not engage in any business activity
in the country from which workers are posted. Their sole purpose is to employ workers at lower
social security rates and to send them to Germany. If the country of employment suspects that
A1 Portable Documents have been issued wrongy, a so-called dialogue and conciliation
procedure must be initiated by which the issuing authority reviews whether its decision was
lawful and, where appropriate, revokes the A1 Portable Document. The A1 Portable Document
is deemed valid until the other Member State decides otherwise (i.e. it has a binding effect). If
this is the case, the binding effect of existing A1 Portable Documents means that any crimes
pursuant to section 266a of the StGB cannot, in principle, be prosecuted, even if the conditions
for posting workers are not fulfilled (for more details see II. B. 1.3).
1.3.

Cooperation between authorities and entities

Pension insurance and accident insurance providers cooperate on issues including the
inspection of employers to check whether they have fulfilled their registration obligations and
other obligations under Book IV of the SGB and Book VII of the SGB which are connected to
the total social security contribution. The sharing of facts found in the course of inspections by
the customs administration is a core aspect of cooperation as such facts may be connected to
the primary responsibilities of the pension insurance providers and may therefore imply
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financial claims. For example, if a person is employed without being registered as an employee
and if their social contributions and accident insurance contributions have not been paid, this
usually means that the respective entities must then retroactively collect the social security or
accident insurance contributions.
In principle, it is the pension insurance providers who, on the behalf of the accident insurance
provider, check that the registration obligation pursuant to Book VII of the SGB is observed.
Only in exceptional cases can accident insurance providers themselves check that the basis for
contribution has been registered.
The principles of cooperation between the FKS and the pension insurance and accident
insurance providers are set out in cooperation agreements (section III. C. 1). The respective
partners regularly evaluate these cooperation agreements, and adjust and broaden them as
required.
An interface allows the FKS and the pension insurance providers to electronically exchange
information and data on facts that were identified in the process of combating undeclared work
and unlawful employment. The pension insurance providers believe that this software, whose
technology is continually updated and upgraded, has made a key contribution to making
cooperation with the FKS more efficient.
An exception to the obligation to apply German law in accordance with section 3 of Book IV
of the SGB allows workers who are posted to Germany on a fixed-term basis to enter an
employment relationship in Germany and still remain a member of the social security of the
sending state. In this case, there is no obligation to register for social security in Germany.
When workers are posted under EU Regulation 883/2004, posted workers are issued, upon
application, what is known as an A1 Portable Document confirming that the posted worker is
part of the sending state’s social security system and confirming that checks have been
performed to make sure the conditions for posting have been fulfilled and that the posted worker
is being posted lawfully.
If posted workers present an A1 Portable Document, there is no obligation to register for social
security in Germany, or so it seems at least at first glance. Such Portable Documents have a
binding effect in terms of both social security law and criminal law. If there are doubts
concerning the contents of the Portable Document and thus also concerning the obligation to
register for social security in the sending state (for instance, findings may have shown that the
company may not be eligible to post workers), then the sending state’s social security providers
are asked, within the framework of what is known as a conciliation and dialogue procedure, to
check whether an obligation to register for social security applies to the workers in Germany.
Any existing doubts and findings are flagged up at this stage. If the sending state’s social
security provider agrees with the FKS assessment, then it revokes the A1 Portable Document
and may refrain from issuing any further such Documents. If this is not possible and differences
in the interpretation of the given situation cannot be resolved, the case is transmitted to the
Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs for ministry-level resolution with the sending
state.
If the workers identified in Germany cannot provide an A1 Portable Document (posted workers
are not required to carry the document on their person at all times) or if there are suspicions that
the Portable Document was forged, officials can first check in the database maintained by the
DRV whether such a Document has been registered for the individual concerned. If this is not
the case, the sending state’s social security provider can also be asked to check whether the
workers identified in Germany are truly subject to the obligation to register for social security
in the sending state. Whether such a request is initiated or not depends on the assessment by the
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FKS and whether there are indications for an actual obligation to register for social security in
Germany.
Due to the lack of secure electronic communication channels (see III. C. 4. 4), correspondence
with the social security providers issuing the A1 Portable Documents has so far been conducted
by post. Despite the deadlines prescribed by the conciliation procedure, certain sending states
sometimes fail to respond at all or only do so with considerable delay.
The DRV, ZDH, ZDB and DGB have flagged up certain cases of A1 Portable Documents being
forged. The DRV notably highlights the practice (of specialised tax adviser offices in Germany,
for example) of forging A1 Portable Documents or of such Documents being intentionally
completed with the expectation that the home country’s social security provider cannot, due to
the high volume of applications, generally check whether the information provided in each
application is correct. The ZDH and ZDB also underlined how problematic the long, unwieldy
procedure for checking and/or revoking A1 PDs is and have stated that their impression is that
this was a reason why German social security providers now tend to refrain from this option.
The DGB has underlined the importance of the A1 Portable Document in identifying the worker
and the employer. The DGB further noted its concern that it would not be possible, without an
A1 Portable Document, to clearly determine which country’s social security legislation should
be applied when workers are posted across several countries, or where there are multiple
employment activities in two or more EU Member States.
Violations of tax law
It is generally the responsibility of the competent Land authorities to inspect whether tax
obligations are fulfilled, to punish violations pursuant to sections 377 et seqq. of the Fiscal Code
(Abgabenordnung), and to prosecute tax crimes pursuant to sections 377 of the Fiscal Code.
The customs authorities are entitled to participate in these inspections (section 2 subsection (2)
sentence 2 of the SchwarzArbG). Section 2 (1) sentence 2 of the SchwarzArbG stipulates that
the customs authorities must, in order to fulfil their statutory obligation to share information
(section 6 (1) sentence 1 in combination with section 6 (4) sentence 1 no 4 of the
SchwarzArbG), check whether there are indications that taxpayers have not fulfilled the tax
obligations arising from the provision of work or services.
2.1.

Scope of, and trends in tax losses

The past years have seen an increase in the identification of tax losses thanks to investigations
by the Land revenue authorities initiated on the basis of findings made during FKS inspections
and investigations. This clearly illustrates the effectiveness of the cooperation between these
authorities, which is continually expanding:
Year
2017
2018
2019
2020
56.2
32.4
45.8
65.9
Tax losses identified as a
result of indications
submitted by the FKS (in
€m)*
*Information provided by the Land revenue authorities, where this information was made
available to the customs authorities.
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Investigations on suspicion of withholding and embezzling wages as defined under
section 266a of the StGB are usually accompanied by investigations on suspicion of wages tax
evasion as defined in accordance with section 370 of the Fiscal Code. Investigations by the tax
investigation units in connection with undeclared work and unlawful employment are mostly
conducted as part of criminal proceedings and not as part of administrative fine proceedings.
Further, it should be noted that the cases of prosecution of tax evasion in connection with
undeclared work and unlawful employment continue to account only for a small proportion of
the cases processed by the units responsible for tax investigations, criminal proceedings and
administrative fines.
2.2.

Types of offences

No major new trends have emerged in the area of offences under tax law since the 13th report
was drafted.
Findings by the Land revenue authorities show that, once again, fictitious and covering invoices
were often used to conceal undeclared work, as described in II. B. 1 above. In connection with
this, the Land revenue authorities report, as in previous years, that missing trader fraud, or
“chain fraud” in German (Kettenbetrug), is a widely committed offence. For details, please refer
to the explanations under II. B. 1 above.
The majority of Land revenue authorities also report cases of sham self-employment. This
offence is described under II. B. 1 above. This has now become a very common form of
undeclared work and unlawful employment and occurs in all labour-intensive industries. It
should be noted that sham self-employment as it is practised now is no longer used only to
circumvent the rules for the free movement of workers, but also to circumvent minimum wage
requirements (see II. C. 1-3) and to dilute the rights of employees and obligations of employers.
Furthermore, the Land revenue authorities have found an increased number of cases in which
intermediaries obtain all documents required, such as a business registration, a tax number and
an exemption notice pursuant to section 48b of the Income Tax Act (Einkommensteuergesetz)
for supposedly self-employed entrepreneurs. The authorities’ findings also show that
employees from Eastern European, non-EU states are being smuggled into Germany with
forged Romanian identification documents. These employees are represented by companies
offering registered office services; based in major cities, these companies apply, on behalf of
their clients, to the tax office for a registration for tax purposes and for an exemption notice for
withholding tax on construction services (Bauabzugsteuer).
2.3.

Cooperation between authorities and entities

The customs authorities and the Land revenue authorities continue to engage in a constant and
intense exchange of information. The quality of the information and indications exchanged
improved during the present reporting period. As in the previous reporting period, the
information provided by the FKS to the Land revenue authorities primarily consist of
indications of cash payments, transactions made without an invoice having been issued, and
untaxed turnover. The information the Land revenue authorities submit to the FKS notably
contain indications concerning wage splitting, wages for undeclared work and sham selfemployment. Furthermore, a large number of joint inspections and investigations are performed
in all Länder together with the Land revenue authorities.
The continual improvement of contacts between the authorities enhances the exchange of
information and facilitates joint measures. To support this, there are plans to grant the Land
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revenue authorities, on the basis of section 17 (1) no 4 of the SchwarzArbG, automated access
to the Central Information System of the FKS in the medium term. The investigation team
FORMICA in Rosenheim, Bavaria, is an example of how useful the existing joint data platforms
are: FORMICA has been successfully using a joint work platform operated by the Land revenue
authorities and the FKA for several years now to systematically and electronically record and
archive evidence.
Furthermore, the customs authorities cooperate with the Federal Central Tax Office when cases
have an international dimension or where there is a connection to VAT fraud.
The FKS can also request information, for individual cases, on the data stored in the ZAUBER
database (the central database for storing and evaluating cases of VAT fraud and developing
risk profiles) via the responsible entities in the revenue authorities. The customs and tax
authorities are currently working on the implementation of section 6 (3) of the SchwarzArbG,
which allows the FKS automated access to the ZAUBER database under certain conditions.
Benefit fraud
Inspecting benefits approved and ascertaining that claims pursuant to Books II and III of the
SGB are lawful falls within the remit of the responsible benefit provider. Inspections of benefits
claimed pursuant to Book III of the SGB fall within the remit of the Federal Employment
Agency. Benefits claimed pursuant to Book II of the SGB fall within the remit of the providers
of basic income support for jobseekers, i.e. within the remit of the Federal Employment Agency,
districts and urban districts (Job Centres as joint entities or as approved providers of the local
authorities).
Section 2 (1) sentence 1 no 2 of the SchwarzArbG stipulates that inspecting the lawfulness of
benefit claims is the responsibility of the customs authorities if benefits pursuant to Book II
and III of the SGB were claimed unlawfully, in the present or in the past, on the basis of work
or services provided or faked. Furthermore, the customs administration also has powers of
investigation in criminal matters.
Until 17 July 2019, the FKS was also responsible for inspecting whether benefits pursuant to
the Partial Retirement Act (Altersteilzeitgesetz) were claimed unlawfully. When the Act to
Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud entered into force on 18 July 2019, this
responsibility was removed, as it was rarely relevant at the practical level and there was little
scope for abuse in partial retirement schemes.
Section 60 (1) sentence 1 nos 1–2 of Book 1 of the SGB stipulates that benefit recipients have
an obligation to state all facts that are relevant to the benefits claimed, to agree that third parties
disclose any necessary information if required to do so by the responsible benefit provider
(no 1), and to immediately notify the benefit provider if their circumstances change in any way
that is pertinent to their benefit claim (no 2). Book II of the SGB stipulates that, in addition to
benefit recipients pursuant to section 60 (4) sentence 1 no 1 of Book I of the SGB, the partners
of benefit recipients are equally obliged to disclose information, even if they are not themselves
entitled to benefits.
Violations of this notification obligation may have regulatory repercussions (see section 404 (2)
nos 26–27 of Book III of the SGB, and section 63 (1) nos 6–7 of Book II of the SGB) and, if
benefits are being claimed simultaneously or were simultaneously claimed in the past, may
entail criminal charges (see section 263 of the StGB).
The Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud provides for support of the
Federal Employment Agency’s family benefits agencies in combating fraud related to child
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benefits. As part of the inspections that it performs pursuant to the SchwarzArbG, the FKS now
also has the power (see section 2 (1) sentence 3 of the SchwarzArbG) to inspect indications of
fraud in connection with fraudulent claims of child benefit payments and to forward such
indications via immediate notification to the responsible family benefits agency for inspection
and, if necessary, further investigation. In addition, the FKS now has the power to participate
in inspections carried out by family benefits agencies; the aim here is to provide assistance for
on-site measures.
On 18 December 2019, the FKS and the family benefits agency concluded a cooperation
agreement setting out the principles of their cooperation, in order to improve the exchange of
information and practical cooperation (please also see III. C. 1.1).
3.1.

Scope of, and trends in benefit fraud

Completed administrative 2017
2018
2019
2020
offence proceeding with
consequences due to
594
760
922
869*
Violation of disclosure
obligation for long-term
unemployment benefits
(ALG II)
section 63 (1) no 6 of Book
II, SGB
8,938
9,541
9,969
10,023*
Violation of notification
obligation for long-term
unemployment benefits
section 63 (1) no 7 of
Book II, SGB
1,547
1,713
1,991
1,541*
Violation of disclosure and
notification obligation
section 404 (2) no 26 of
Book III, SGB
14,672
14,260
15,507
12,770*
Violation of notification
obligation
section 404 (2) no 27 of
Book III, SGB
Warning fines,
administrative fines, funds
confiscated or forfeited,
total (in €m) for
Violation of disclosure
obligation for long-term
unemployment benefits
(ALG II), section 63 (1) no 6
of Book II, SGB
Violation of notification
obligation for long-term
unemployment benefits

2017

2018

2019

2020

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1*

1.3

1.2

1.4

1.2*
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section 63 (1) no 7 of
Book II, SGB
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2*
Violation of disclosure and
notification obligation
section 404 (2) no 26,
Book III, SGB
1.6
1.5
1.7
1.5*
Violation of notification
obligation
section 404 (2) no 27 of
Book III, SGB
*Due to a changeover in IT applications at the start of 2021, the data for the main customs offices of Erfurt,
Nuremberg and Münster are not included.

Regarding the number of violations in connection with benefit claims pursuant to Book II of
the SGB, only data for the Federal Employment Agency’s joint entities can be provided.
2017
Total number of
proceedings initiated
for benefit fraud
Of that, cases of
benefit fraud in
connection with
undeclared work that
were transferred to
the customs
administration

2018

2019

2020

148,524

143,922

141,482

139,370

39,438

41,927

41,839

43,094

For details on the prosecution and punishment of administrative offences by the Federal
Employment Agency, please see Annexes 1 and 2.
3.2.

Special types of offences/organised benefit fraud

The offences detailed in the preceding report are still common practice (see 13th report,
II. B. 3). The most common form of benefit fraud still consists of notification obligation
violations for ongoing benefit claims, for example when late or incorrect notifications are made,
or when no notification is made when the benefit recipient takes up employment or an ancillary
activity: benefit recipients simultaneously receive unemployment benefit and exercise full-time
forms of employment which are, however, registered as low-wage part-time work with the
collecting entities for the social security contributions, thus enabling recipients to obtain hidden
payments that are considerably higher than those registered with the social security provider.
As for benefits claimed pursuant to Book II of the SGB, some regions have reported an increase
in cases where EU citizens claimed or obtained benefits for themselves and their families as
eligible households so as to appear to fulfil the legal requirements for top-up benefits, with the
claimant only pretending to be in economically dependent employment: the purported
employment was confirmed by alleged employers, and benefit recipients then paid them a share
of their benefits in return.
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As part of the ongoing investigations in the area of organised benefit fraud, the customs
authorities regularly cooperate with the responsible police authorities, public prosecutors’
offices, the courts and the Federal Employment Agency. In all cases, Bulgarian, Romanian or
Slovakian nationals are brought to Germany (by force, in some cases) or required to travel to
Germany for the purpose of faking low-wage part-time work in order to obtain social security
payments (long-term unemployment benefit (ALG II) and/or child benefits in some cases);
almost all the money goes directly to the perpetrators/individuals behind such operations.
3.3.

Cooperation between authorities and entities

Effectively combating undeclared work, unlawful employment and benefit fraud is a top
priority, but is only possible if all entities concerned engage in coordinated cooperation and an
intense exchange of information.
Cooperation is coordinated via cooperation agreements which lay out the specifics of the legal
mandate, and intensify and enhance the practical dimension of cooperation between the FKS,
the Federal Employment Agency and the family benefits agencies in a uniform way throughout
Germany. Their joint work is supported and enhanced by cooperation talks which are conducted
on a regular and ad hoc basis, and by the exchange of specialist information and
communications directories. Furthermore, the agreements mentioned above are subject to
review, which allows for adjustments, where necessary.
The majority of investigations initiated and concluded by the customs authorities on suspicion
of benefit fraud are the result of information being transmitted by the Federal Employment
Agency and by the districts and the urban districts (Job Centres as joint entities or as approved
providers of the local authorities). This information is based on the automated data matching in
the area falling under Book III of the SGB (matching of employee and benefit recipient data in
DALEB cases pursuant to section 397, Book III, SGB) and under Book II of the SGB (data
matching in DALG II cases pursuant to section 52, Book II, SGB).1 Automated data matching
is performed by a specific deadline, either by the first day of a month or the first day of a quarter,
and checks for income from low-wage part-time work or employment requiring social security
contributions that has not been notified to the authorities. This procedure also checks whether
periods in which benefits were claimed coincide with periods of employment, and for how long.
If it emerges that an inspection is necessary, or if factual indications of a criminal offence has
been committed emerge (fraud as defined under section 263 of the StGB), the employment
agencies and Job Centres transfer the case to the main customs office of the district of which
the benefit recipient is a resident.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, there was an increase in short-time work benefits claims. Since
these wage replacement payments were a priority, the data matching procedures described
above were suspended for two months.
The Federal Employment Agency’s figures for 2020 (last updated on 8 March 2021) list a total
of 4,690 indications for potential irregularities and potential benefit fraud in connection with
applying for and receiving short-time work benefits. 61 of these cases were referred to the
public prosecutor’s office. 276 of these cases were deemed indications for undeclared work and
unlawful employment and transferred to the main customs offices as the competent entities.

1

DALEB and DALG II are special data matching systems for comparing employee data and benefit recipient
data.
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Under the leadership of the Federal Criminal Police Office (Bundeskriminalamt, BKA) and
with the participation of the FKS, the Federal Employment Agency and five Land criminal
police offices, the strategic analysis project KOK Union combats benefit fraud by EU citizens.
The Ministry of Labour, Health and Social Affairs of North Rhine-Westphalia reports that a
new strategy was put in place in 2019 to combat organised child benefit fraud. The MISSIMO
project investigates the criminal structures underlying benefit fraud. This project was developed
by the Land criminal police office under the leadership of the North Rhine-Westphalian
Ministry of the Interior; the participating entities are the Land police, the Federal Employment
Agency, the Job Centre, the family benefits agency, the public prosecutor’s office, the customs
authorities, the tax investigation unit and the Land Centre for Health Affairs. So far, the project
has been tested in the cities of Krefeld and Gelsenkirchen.
The Ministry of Economic Affairs, Labour, Transport and Digitalisation of Lower Saxony
reports that it conducted, jointly with the regional directorate of Lower Saxony and Bremen,
information sharing between the responsible higher and supreme Land and federal authorities
as well as the local authority associations of Lower Saxony in December 2018. Next to sharing
information on the various individual work areas and the existing intersections on organised
benefit fraud, the main focus was on creating a network among all participating authorities.
The Ministry of Economic Affairs, Transport, Labour, Technology and Tourism of Schleswig
Holstein highlights the positive experience made in cooperating with the Federal Employment
Agency, which can use the Enterprise Fraud Management system to audit payment flows in the
Federal Employment Agency’s IT applications. The evaluations from the Enterprise Fraud
Management system are also used to detect and prosecute criminal networks.
Violations of the Trade Code (Gewerbeordnung, GewO) and the Crafts and Trade
Code (Handwerksordnung, HwO)
It is the responsibility of the authorities who, under the legislation of the respective Land, are
responsible for prosecuting and punishing administrative offences pursuant to the
SchwarzArbG to inspect whether businesses have fulfilled their obligation to register the
starting date for opening an independent business operating from a fixed location (section 14
of the GewO), or whether they have obtained the required itinerant trader’s permit (section 55
of the GewO). These authorities also inspect whether a trade and craft business for which a
permit is required is operated as an independent business operating from a fixed location and
whether the business has been enrolled in the craft and trade register. Violations of these
obligations may be fined (section 117 (1) no 1 of the HwO; sections 145 (1) no 1 and 146 (2)
no 2 of the GewO, section 8 (1) no 2 in combination with no 1 letters d-e of the SchwarzArbG).
4.1.

Scope of, and trends in violations of the HwO and GewO

For statistical numbers on the scope of and trends in violations of the HwO or GwO, please see
Annex 3.
The ZDH reports that violations of the HwO were found in all crafts and trades, though they
were particularly prevalent in construction and in the finishing trades. There has also been a
strong increase in violations within the hairdressing trade and motor-vehicle-related trade.
Regarding the decisions on fines in the area of administrative offence proceedings pursuant to
section 117 (1) no 1 of the HwO and section 8 of the SchwarzArbG which are taken by the local
authorities responsible for combating undeclared work under the legislation of the respective
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Land, the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Labour, Transport and Digitalisation of Lower Saxony
reports that, following the legal amendments in 2017 and 2019, the number of fines during this
last reporting period has stabilised at a level lower than that of the previous reporting period.
North Rhine-Westphalia reports a noticeable increase in “barbershops”: such establishments
have been inspected more frequently for the past two years in parts of North Rhine-Westphalia.
These inspections regularly uncover violations of the rules for the hairdressing trade under the
HwO.
Findings by the Ministry of Business, Science and Digitalisation of Saxony-Anhalt show an
overall downward trend in administrative offence proceedings. The Ministry of the Economy,
Science and the Digital Society of Thuringia also reported that the largest number of
contraventions during the reporting period consisted, as in previous years, of providing crafts
and trade services without a permit; failure to enrol in the craft and trade register, and failure to
fulfil registration obligations, or failing to do so within the given deadline. Reported cases
mainly concerned the construction industry. There were repeated reports of business
registrations being completed in such a way as to register a craft or trade which does not require
a permit.
4.2.

Types of offences

Findings by the ZDH show that next to the main type of case – failure to enrol in the craft and
trade register – a major type of offence was sham self employment.
Thus the ZDH reports that an increasing number of businesses cite a fictitious manager when
they open and enrol in the craft and trade register. These managers, however, then stop working
for the businesses after only a few months, a fact that is then, in violation of legal obligations,
not declared to the chambers of skilled crafts. Business owners who fail to meet their obligation
to notify the authorities of the manager’s departure pursuant to section 16 (2) of the HwO face
a maximum fine of only €1,000, in accordance with section 118 (1) no 1 in combination with
section 118 (2) of the HwO. Compared to the savings on the manager’s salary, the
administrative fine has proved to be an option that is quite acceptable for businesses, financially
speaking.
The ZDH also noted an increase in cases where itinerant trade was used as a guise for providing
crafts and trade services without a permit. This method of circumventing the provisions of the
HwO was particularly noticeable in the hairdressing trade. Another method of sidestepping the
rules of the HwO for the hairdressing trade consists of specialising in sub-categories of the
trade, notable examples being barbershops, or hair extension services.
The Ministry of Economic Affairs, Labour and Transport of Lower Saxony reports that
businesspersons often register a skilled craft which does not require a permit, or a skilled-craftsadjacent business as an independent business operating from a fixed location with the chamber
of skilled crafts, despite the fact that the businesspersons in question are actually performing
work and services requiring a permit.
Findings by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Science and Digitalisation of Saxony-Anhalt
show that skilled crafts businesses are increasingly using subcontractors, sometimes from
unrelated businesses such as care-taking activities. These subcontractors report almost
exclusively to their clients, as they do not plan their work independently. Since this does not
qualify as “self-employment” pursuant to section 1 of the HwO, such set-ups cannot be
punished pursuant to the HwO or the SchwarzarbG.
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The Ministry of Economic Affairs, Labour, Energy and Transport of Saarland reports that a
large number of business registrations cite extremely broad, very general activities (e.g. services
of all kinds, services around the house, building renovations, installation services, repairs, etc.),
which often cover activities which qualify as skilled crafts requiring a permit. In the majority
of such cases, this way of proceeding is designed to conceal the true nature of work performed
in order to circumvent the HwO. Businesspersons were also found to advertise key activities of
skilled crafts requiring a permit on social media, without having the qualification required
pursuant to the HwO, or without having been enrolled in the craft and trade register.
The Ministry of Economic Affairs, Science and Digitalisation of Saxony-Anhalt also reports
that businesses providing skilled crafts are increasingly using subcontractors, sometimes from
unrelated businesses such as care-taking activities. These subcontractors report almost
exclusively to their clients, as they do not plan their work independently.
The Ministry for Economic Affairs, Science and Digital Technology and Society of Thuringia
reports repeated attempts to circumvent statutory provisions on enrolment in the craft and trade
register in accordance with section 1 of the HwO.
The trade authorities have also identified an increase, supported by German businesspersons,
in business registrations by non-resident individuals, for example from Romania, Poland and
Latvia: German businesspersons make their office available to foreign businesspersons (often
several at a time) for use as a permanent establishment and support them in dealing with the
authorities. It seems likely that this involves sham self-employment (see II. B. 1. 2) as the
activities registered simultaneously include acting as an agency providing workers in the area
of home help, care and qualified work from Eastern Europe, and the performance of business
registrations on behalf of clients, the provision of on-demand offices services and co-working
offices, and similar services. Then, only foreign nationals register as commercial home help
service providers etc. at the same business address.
4.3.

Cooperation between authorities and entities

The FKS cooperates with the entities responsible, pursuant to section 14 of the GewO, for
processing business registrations, as well as with the entities that are responsible for new
business establishments within the tax offices processing tax assessments. This cooperation is
particularly important in combating sham self-employment.
The amendment to the Business Registration Ordinance (Gewerbeanzeigenverordnung) which
entered into force on 1 January 2015 also stipulates that the trade authorities have an obligation
to inspect business registrations for indications of sham self-employment and to transmit
suspicious cases to the FKS. For this reason, potential indications for irregularities have now
been specified in the updated agreement which was concluded between the Federal Ministry of
Finance and the responsible ministries of the Länder, and which sets out the principles of
cooperation between the FKS, the trade authorities, and the Länder authorities responsible for
combating undeclared work. If there are indicators for sham self-employment, the FKS is sent
specific information concerning the business registrations. As of 1 January 2017, documents
are no longer submitted to the FKS in paper form, but are transmitted electronically almost
everywhere. It is helpful for indications concerning sham self-employment to be submitted to
the FKS early on, as this contributes to detection and timely (joint) inspections.
In some instances, so-called “joint action days” are organised once or twice a year now, where
various authorities agree on a time period and then jointly conduct inspections in a given
industry. This enhances joint work among different authorities and significantly boosts public
perception of inspections as being conducted in a coordinated manner.
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C. Unlawful employment
Violations of the Posted Workers Act (Arbeitnehmer-Entsendegesetz, AEntG)
The AEntG requires employers who are domiciled in Germany and abroad to comply with
mandatory minimum working standards for foreign employees who work in Germany on a
regular basis.
On the one hand, section 2 of the AEntG requires employers domiciled abroad to comply with
general working conditions as set out in the legislation and administrative provisions, for
example wages (which also covers overtime rates), minimum paid annual leave, maximum
working hours and minimum rest periods, health, safety and hygiene at the work place and
requirements for employee accommodation. Since these minimum working conditions are
enshrined in general German legislation, employers domiciled in Germany must also adhere to
these conditions and all employees are entitled to them, regardless of the industry in which they
work.
On the other hand, section 8 (1) – (3) of the AEntG required employers and suppliers of
temporary labour in the following sectors to grant the working conditions defined in a
universally applicable collective agreement or in a relevant statutory ordinance pursuant to
section 7 or section 7a of AEntG in the reporting period or during part of the reporting period;
these working conditions include minimum rates of pay, which also covers overtime rates,
holiday provisions and contributions to a holiday and wages compensation fund (Urlaubs- und
Lohnausgleichskasse (ULAK) – only for the construction sector and scaffolding trade):
-

Waste management, including street cleaning and winter road maintenance,
Educational and training services as defined in Books II and III of the SGB,
Construction and construction-related industries as defined in sections 1 and 2 of the
Construction Industry Ordinance (Baubetriebe-Verordnung) including assembly works on
constructions sites outside of the area where they are domiciled,
The chimney sweeping trade (due to section 3 (1) no 2 of the AEntG which has been
applicable since 30 July 2020; for details, see below),
Industrial cleaning,
Security services (only cash and valuables services).

The following sectors were excluded from the scope of the AEntG:
-

-

Laundry services to commercial clients (the Ordinance on Mandatory Working Conditions
in Laundry Services Sector (Verordnung über zwingende Arbeitsbedingungen für
Wäschereidienstleistungen) was repealed on 30 September 2017),
Slaughtering and meat processing (the Ordinance on Mandatory Working Conditions in the
Meat Industry (Verordnung über zwingende Arbeitsbedingungen in der Fleischwirtschaft)
was repealed on 31 December 2017),
Agriculture, Forestry and Horticulture (the Ordinance on Mandatory Working Conditions
in Agriculture, Forestry and Horticulture (Verordnung über zwingende Arbeitsbedingungen
in der Land- und Forstwirtschaft sowie im Gartenbau) was repealed on 31 December 2017)
and
Textiles and Clothing Industries (the Second Ordinance on Mandatory Working Conditions
in the Textiles and Clothing Industries (Zweite Verordnung über zwingende
Arbeitsbedingungen in der Textil- und Bekleidungsindustrie) was repealed on
31 December 2017).
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While supplying temporary workers is not listed under section 4 of the AEntG, the AEntG is
nevertheless relevant to the supply of temporary workers. On the basis of section 8 (3) of the
AEntG, only the work performed by the temporary workers determines whether the supplier is
obliged to grant the mandatory working conditions. The user enterprise itself does not
necessarily have to be subject to the specific technical scope defined in a universally applicable
collective agreement or in a statutory instrument.
The number of workers subject to the sector-specific minimum wages pursuant to the AEntG
applicable on 31 December 2019 is detailed in the German government’s response to
Question 1a of the Short Parliamentary Enquiry by the Alliance 90/The Greens parliamentary
group (Bundestag printed paper 19/18583).
The working conditions in the care sector can be determined in a statutory instrument pursuant
to section 11 of the AEntG, on the basis of a recommendation by the designated Care
Committee (Pflegekommission). This obliges employers in the care sector to grant the minimum
working conditions listed in section 5 (1) sentence 1 nos 1 and 2 of the AEntG, provided such
conditions are covered by the statutory instrument. The Fourth Ordinance on Minimum
Working Conditions in the Care Sector (Vierte Verordnung über die
Mindestarbeitsbedingungen in der Pflege), which was based on a recommendation by the Care
Committee, entered into force on 1 May 2020.
Extensive amendments to the AEntG and many new provisions for workers posted abroad were
introduced with the entry into force of the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit
Fraud on 18 July 2019 and of the Act Implementing Directive (EU) 2018/957 of the European
Parliament and the Council of 28 June 2018 amending Directive 96/71/EC concerning the
posting of workers within the framework of the provision of services on 30 July 2020 (see III.
A. 2.2).
Violations of the AEntG may result in administrative fines (section 23 of the AEntG).
1.1.

Scope of, and trends in violations of minimum working conditions

Minimum working conditions
pursuant to the AEntG

2017

2018

2019

2020

Completed
proceedings

2,347

2,049

1,902

1,738**

Of that,
completion
with
consequences
for the
individuals
concerned

1,445

1,328

1,270

1,063**

29.4

21.6

17.5

10.3**

Fines, warning
fines, funds
confiscated or
forfeited, total
(in €m)

Violations of
minimum
working
conditions*
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* Minimum wage/working conditions, section 23 (1) no 1, AEntG; minimum wage for temporary workers,
section 23 (1) no 1, AEntG; indirect violation, section 23 (2), AEntG and ULAK section 23 (1) no 1, AEntG
**Due to a changeover in IT applications at the start of 2021, the data for the main customs offices of Erfurt,
Nuremberg and Münster are not included.

Thanks to its comprehensive approach to inspections, the FKS continually uncovers and
punishes violations of minimum working conditions pursuant to the AEntG. The decline in the
nationally applicable sector-specific minimum wages (see above) is also reflected in a slight
downwards trend in administrative fine proceedings pursuant to the AEntG. Sectors without a
sector-specific minimum wage are subject to the general statutory minimum wage. For this
reason, among others, the number of administrative fine proceedings pursuant to the MiLoG is
also likely to have steadily increased (see II. C. 2.).
1.2.

Types of offences

Inspections of compliance with the minimum working conditions set out in the collective
agreements did not find any new types of offence during this reporting period compared to the
previous reporting periods.
Most violations of minimum working conditions occur in the form of
-

Employees voluntarily agreeing a wage that is below the minimum wage with their
employer,
Employees asserting, for fear of losing their job, that they are paid the minimum wage
although they are in fact paid less,
The records of working hours submitted at an inspection not matching the actual working
hours,
Concealing the scope of application of the relevant collective agreement within operations
in order to circumvent the sector-specific minimum wage pursuant to the AEntG,
And sham self-employment being used to circumvent minimum wage provisions.
Violations of the Minimum Wage Act (Mindestlohngesetz, MiLoG)

The MiLoG introduced a general statutory minimum wage as of 1 January 2015. Providing that
the provisions of the AEntG or provisions of the AÜG do not take precedence, employers who
are domiciled in Germany or abroad are obliged to pay employees working in Germany the
statutory minimum wage.
Pursuant to section 1 (2) of the MiLoG, the law prescribed a gross minimum wage of €8.50 per
clock hour was in force until 31 December 2016. The statutory minimum wage was
subsequently increased several times, each time following a proposal by the Minimum Wage
Commission (Mindestlohnkommission) that was set up on the basis of section 4 of the MiLoG.
Period

Statutory
minimum wage

1 January 2017
–31 December 2018

€8.84

1 January 2019
–31 December 2019

€9.19

Legal basis
Section 11, MiLoG in combination
with section 1 of the Ordinance to
Adjust
the
Minimum
Wage
(Mindestlohnanpassungsverordnung)
Section 11, MiLoG in combination
with section 1 letter a) of the Second
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01 January 2020
–31 December 2020

€9.35

Ordinance to Adjust the Minimum
Wage
Section 11, MiLoG in combination
with section 1 letter b) of the Second
Ordinance to Adjust the Minimum
Wage

Until 31 December 2017, employers were permitted to diverge from the statutory minimum
wage in line with the conditions set out in section 24 of the MiLoG.
Section 16 of the MiLoG stipulates that both employers and users of temporary or posted
workers who are domiciled abroad and send employees to Germany, and users of temporary or
posted workers provided by a supplier who is domiciled abroad, are obliged to submit a
registration if they use the services of employees or temporary workers in the sectors and
industries listed under section 2a of the SchwarzArbG. Furthermore, section 17 of the MiLoG
generally obliges employers of individuals performing low-wage part-time work pursuant to
section 8 (1) of Book IV of the SGB or of employees working in the sectors or industries listed
in section 2a of the SchwarzArbG to record the start date, end date and number of workers’
daily working hours and to retain these records for a minimum of two years. In addition, all
documents required by the authorities to inspect compliance with the statutory minimum wage
must be kept readily available: these documents must be in German, and must be stored in
Germany for the entire duration of employment, or for a maximum of two years in total.
The reporting and record-keeping obligations set out in the MiLoG are modelled on those set
out in the AEntG.
Section 21 of the MiLoG stipulates that violations of the rules listed above can be deemed
administrative offences and punished accordingly.
Pursuant to section 23 of the MiLoG, the Act was evaluated in 2020. For this evaluation, an
overarching report evaluating the statutory minimum wage pursuant to section 23 of the MiLoG
(Gesamtbericht zur Evaluation des gesetzlichen Mindestlohns nach § 23 Mindestlohngesetz)
was commissioned by the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs; this report
systematically evaluates and summarizes the results of the research findings of the research
projects by the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs on the statutory minimum wage,
reports by the Minimum Wage Commission and relevant research from other sources from the
years since the minimum wage was introduced. The report shows that, using the Structure of
Earnings survey on the basis of paid working hours, an estimated 483,000 employment
relationships were not remunerated with the minimum wage in 2018; using the Socio-Economic
Panel and based on the agreed working time, this figure was estimated at 2.4 million, and based
on a direct enquiry with the Socio-Economic Panel regarding hourly wages, it was estimated at
745,000. These values should be considered indications that there has been non-adherence, as
the databases were not created with the aim of measuring non-adherence to the minimum wage
and do not retrieve specific information on non-adherence to the minimum wage. The report
shows various observed, though not measurable, violations by which the law regarding the
payment of the minimum wage was circumvented, for example the non-justified application of
exceptions or incomplete time and attendance records.
2.1.

Scope of, and trends in violations of the minimum wage
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Minimum wage pursuant to the 2017
MiLoG

2018

2019

2020

Completed
proceedings

1,822

2,187

2,582

2,672

Of that,
completion
with
consequences
for the
individuals
concerned

1,256

1,526

1,708

1,839

4.2

6.8

9.5

16.6

Violations of the
statutory
minimum wage*

Fines, warning
fines, funds
confiscated or
forfeited, total
(in €m)

*Payment of minimum wage, section 21 (1) no 9 of the MiLoG and indirect violation pursuant to section 21 (2)
of the MiLoG

2.2.

Types of offences

Inspections for compliance with the statutory minimum wage did not find any new types of
offence during this reporting period compared to the previous reporting periods.
Violations of the wage floor stipulated by the Act on Temporary Agency Work
(Arbeitnehmerüberlassungsgesetz, AÜG)
The AÜG stipulates that, in principle, all temporary workers have a claim to the same
fundamental working conditions, which includes wages, for the duration of their temporary
work with a user enterprise. Variations are possible when a collective agreement is applied.
The customs administration inspects (pursuant to section 2 (1) sentence 1 no 6 of the
SchwarzArbG) whether suppliers of temporary labour have fulfilled the obligations pursuant to
section 8 (5) of the AÜG to pay workers the minimum pay as set out in a statutory instrument
pursuant to section 3a (2) sentence 1 of the AÜG for the period when workers are on placement
with a third party and for periods when they are not.
The amounts for minimum pay in the reporting period were determined by the Third Ordinance
on a Wage Floor for the Provision of Temporary Workers (Dritte Verordnung über eine
Lohnuntergrenze in der Arbeitnehmerüberlassung) as of 1 June 2017 and, as of
1 September 2020, by the Fourth Ordinance on a Wage Floor for the Provision of Temporary
Workers (Vierte Verordnung über eine Lohnuntergrenze in der Arbeitnehmerüberlassung).
3.1.

Scope of, and trends in violations of the wage floor

Wage floor pursuant to the AÜG

2017

2018

2019

2020
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Completed
proceedings
Of that,
completion
with
consequences
for the
individuals
concerned

117

102

97

79

80

66

50

49

1.1

0.3

0.4

0.4

Wage floor,
section 16
subsection (1)
no 7b, AÜG

Fines, warning
fines, funds
confiscated or
forfeited, total
(in €m)

During its comprehensive inspections pursuant to section 2a of the SchwarzArbG, the FKS also
regularly identifies and punishes violations against the wage floor in the supply of temporary
workers. When it comes to trends in administrative fine proceedings, the normal variation as
well as the 2017 amendment of the AÜG should be taken into account (see II. C. 4), which is
also likely to affect the number of administrative fine proceedings concerning adherence to the
wage floor.
3.2.

Types of offences

The types of offences identified in the current reporting period match those already found
during inspections of minimum pay pursuant to the AEntG and the MiLoG.
3.3.

Cooperation between authorities and entities

Employees of the FKS and the Federal Employment Agency may jointly conduct inspections
of suppliers of temporary workers in Germany and abroad in order to determine whether the
wage floor pursuant to section 8 (5) of the AÜG or the provisions of the equal-pay principle
pursuant to section 8 (1) of the AÜG have been observed. To prepare such joint inspections of
suppliers with registered office in Germany, the inspection teams of the responsible
employment agencies send their inspection plans to the FKS. If the FKS intends to conduct
inspections with suppliers of temporary workers who have their registered office abroad, the
inspection team of the Federal Employment Agency is also offered the option of participating.

Illegal and concealed provision of temporary workers
Employers wishing to provide temporary workers to third parties as part of their business
activities require a permit pursuant to section 1 (1) sentence 1 of the AÜG. The Federal
Employment Agency is responsible for issuing permits for the provision of temporary workers
and is also authorised to conduct any related checks. If a provision of temporary workers that
is subject to a permit or notification obligation is effectuated without the necessary permit, or
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if no written notification is made prior to the beginning of the provision in violation of
section 1a of the AÜG, then this constitutes an illegal provision of temporary workers. In
addition to the administrative offence committed by the provider pursuant to section 16 (1)
nos 1 and 2a of the AÜG and by the user enterprise pursuant to section 16 (1) no 1a of the AÜG,
an employment relationship between the temporary worker and the user enterprise is feigned
pursuant to section 9 (1) no 1 in conjunction with section 10 (1) of the AÜG, due to the
invalidity of the employment contract.
In the past, there have been purported work and services contracts that were, in fact, cases of
provision of temporary workers. The purported work and services contract providers had
permits for the provision of temporary workers that they could present in the eventuality that
this constellation was discovered. By invoking these permits, they were able to circumvent the
legal consequences set out in the AÜG for the illegal provision of temporary workers. To
prevent the misuse of work and services contracts and the concealed provision of temporary
workers, an amendment to the AÜG became effective on 1 April 2017, introducing a disclosure
obligation pursuant to section 1 (5) sentence 5 of the AÜG and a specification obligation
pursuant to section 1 (1) sentence 6 of the AÜG, among other changes. Under these
amendments, the provision of a temporary worker must be explicitly designated as such in the
temporary worker provision contract prior to the provision of the temporary worker. The
temporary worker’s name must be specified prior to the provision of the temporary worker,
citing the temporary worker provision contract. Failure to meet these disclosure and
specification obligations constitutes a concealed provision of temporary workers. Concealed
provision of temporary workers is subject to administrative fines and also leads to a feigned
employment relationship between the temporary worker and the user enterprise pursuant to
section 9 (1) no 1a of the AÜG in conjunction with section 10 (1) of the AÜG. Section 1b of
the AÜG generally prohibits the provision of temporary workers in the construction industry to
carry out work that is usually carried out by regular workers.
4.1.

Scope of, and trends in the illegal and concealed provision of temporary workers

Provision of temporary workers
Completed
proceedings

2017

2018

2019

2020

Unauthorised
provision and use
of temporary
workers
section 16 (1)
nos 1 and 1a of
the AÜG

732

721

526

774

Failure to
designate
temporary
worker provision
in the contract
section 16 (1)
no 1c of the AÜG

15

122

124

90

Failure to specify
the temporary
worker’s name

16

130

154

169
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section 16 (1)
no 1d of the AÜG
Of that,
completion
with
consequences
for the
individuals
concerned

Warning fines,
administrative
fines, funds
confiscated or
forfeited, total
(in €m)

4.2.

Unauthorised
provision and use
of temporary
workers
section 16 (1)
nos 1 and 1a of
the AÜG

314

425

242

245

Failure to
designate
temporary
worker provision
in the contract
section 16 (1)
no 1c of the AÜG

6

77

37

50

Failure to specify
the temporary
worker’s name
section 16 (1)
no 1d of the AÜG

7

76

60

86

Unauthorised
provision and use
of temporary
workers
section 16 (1)
nos 1 and 1a of
the AÜG

10.7

3.7

7.7

2.5

Failure to
designate
temporary
worker provision
in the contract
section 16 (1)
no 1c of the AÜG

0.0013

0.0549

0.1490

0.0405

Failure to specify
the temporary
worker’s name
section 16 (1)
no 1d of the AÜG

0.0023

0.0252

0.0245

0.0458

Types of offences
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No new types of offence were discovered compared with previous reporting periods. The main
types of offences are:
-

-

Illegal provision of temporary workers through fictitious work and services contracts
Concealment of the provision of individual temporary workers or entire crews by putting
workers under pressure to present themselves as purportedly self-employed persons or
members of a partnership such as a civil-law partnership (Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts)
or a general partnership (offene Handelsgesellschaft)
Deception of user enterprises by means of falsified copies, perpetrated by small and
medium-sized enterprises whose temporary permit for the provision of temporary workers
has expired

4.3.

Cooperation between authorities and entities

The Federal Employment Agency and the customs administration support each other in
performing tasks relating to the provision of temporary workers.
During the reporting period, the Federal Employment Agency handed cases over to the
competent customs administration if it became aware that the applicant had provided temporary
workers prior to applying for a permit or providing notification. If there were indications that a
permit holder had violated section 1b sentence 1 of the AÜG, which prohibits the provision of
temporary workers in the construction industry, these cases were also forwarded to the customs
administration. The same approach was taken if there were other indications of administrative
offences pursuant to section 16 (1) nos 1 to 1b and 2a of the AÜG in the version of
11 August 2014 (in force until 31 March 2017) or section 16 (1) nos 1, 1a, 1f and 2a of the
AÜG in the version that has been in force since 1 April 2017.

Illegal employment of foreign nationals
Since the entry into force of the Skilled Immigration Act (Fachkräfteeinwanderungsgesetz) on
1 March 2020, foreign nationals who are in possession of a residence permit may take up paid
labour pursuant to section 4a (1) of the AufenthG unless a prohibition or restriction applies
under statutory provisions governing the residence permit in question. Until 29 February 2020,
foreign nationals were only allowed to take up paid labour if the residence permit allowed them
to do so, pursuant to section 4 (3) sentence 1 of the AufenthG. The same applied to asylum
seekers and persons seeking protection.
However, nationals of an EU Member State, nationals of countries that have joined the
European Economic Area, Swiss nationals and nationals of states that have joined
intergovernmental agreements with Germany require neither a residence permit nor a work
permit.
Illegally employing foreign nationals can result in administrative fines (e.g. section 404 (1) and
(2) nos 3 and 4 of the SGB III; section 98 (2a) and (3) no 1 of the AufenthG) and criminal
charges (e.g. section 10 (1) and (2) of the SchwarzArbG; section 10a of the SchwarzArbG,
section 11 (1) and (2) of the SchwarzArbG, section 95 (1), nos 1–3; section 95 (1a) and (2) of
the AufenthG, section 85 no 4 of the Asylum Act (Asylgesetz).
5.1.

Scope of, and trends in the illegal employment of foreign nationals
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Violations of the law concerning 2017
foreign nationals
Completed
proceedings

Of that,
completion
with
consequences
for the
individuals
concerned

Total of
warning fines,
fines, funds
confiscated or

2018

2019

2020

Employing
workers
without work
permit /
residence
permit
section 404 (2)
no 3 of
Book III,
SGB

3,005

4,007

4,830

4,266*

Working
without work
permit /
residence
permit
section 404 (2)
no 4 of
Book III,
SGB

2,751

3,806

4,381

3,595*

Employing
workers
without work
permit /
residence
permit
section 404 (2)
no 3 of
Book III,
SGB

2,348

3,024

3,702

3,108*

Working
without work
permit /
residence
permit
section 404 (2)
no 4 of
Book III,
SGB

2,062

2,620

3,085

2,085*

5.2

5.8

6.8

5.5*

Employing
workers
without work
permit /
residence
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forfeited
(in €m)

permit
section 404 (2)
no 3 of
Book III,
SGB
Working
without work
permit /
residence
permit
section 404 (2)
no 4 of
Book III,
SGB

0.4

0.5

0.7

0.4*

* Due to an IT process changeover taking place at the beginning of 2021, data for the Erfurt, Nuremberg and
Muenster main customs offices are not included.

5.2.

Types of offences

The types of offences outlined in the 13th report are still being committed (see 13th report, II.
C. 5).
In addition, according to FKS findings, legal provisions concerning foreign nationals are being
circumvented by alleged students obtaining residence permits using forged enrolment
certificates. There are indications that recruiters in the Baltic states and Ukraine have
specialised in this procedure. The Land of Berlin also reports that student holiday workers with
forged enrolment certificates are being deployed.
Offering and requesting labour in public spaces
The entry into force of the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud on 18 July
2019 gave the FKS the authority to inspect and investigate instances of unlawful offering of
labour for undeclared work in public spaces, to enable it to effectively prevent the initiation of
undeclared work and unlawful employment.
Based on the newly inserted section 2 (1) no 8 of the SchwarzArbG, the FKS can now take
action as soon as unlawful employment is being initiated, both against those who request the
services of casual labourers and against the casual labourers themselves.
The FKS has the mandate to inspect whether, by offering or requesting the provision of work
or services in public spaces, employment relationships are being or have been unlawfully
initiated in violation of the new section 5a (1) of the SchwarzArbG. In order to enforce the
aforementioned prohibition and prevent potential criminal offences that fall within the FKS’s
remit, the FKS has been granted the necessary powers and is now able to intervene even before
damage occurs. Section 5a (2) of the SchwarzArbG authorises the FKS to ban persons who
violate the aforementioned prohibition from the area temporarily , or to ban them from entering
in the first place. The use of direct enforcement pursuant to section 22 of the SchwarzArbG in
conjunction with sections 328 et seqq. of the Fiscal Code constitutes a possible coercive
measure for enforcing a ban from the area or an entry ban.
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6.1.

Scope of and trends in unlawful offering of labour in public spaces

With the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic and the associated restrictions on public life, only
a small number of violations of the prohibition on the unlawful offering of labour for undeclared
work in public spaces were detected in the inspections carried out throughout Germany, and a
ban from the area was ordered in 16 cases.
Quarter
4th quarter of 2019
1st quarter of 2020
2nd quarter of 2020
3rd quarter of 2020
4th quarter of 2020
6.2.

Number of inspections carried out
19
12
1
5
10

Cooperation between authorities and entities

When looking at casual labourer markets, urban sociological effects as well as categories of
offences outside the customs sphere must also be considered. The support or participation of
social organisations and local aid providers is therefore also required. Furthermore, in
individual cases it may also be necessary to conduct urban planning measures to support
solutions that have been developed. For this reason, immediately after the legal mandate came
into force, an exchange between cooperating authorities took place at the local level in
accordance with the type and scope of the situations the authorities were faced with in each
location.
Employing workers under exploitative working conditions
The Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud has given the FSK the necessary
powers to carry out inspections and investigations in order to take action against exploitative
working conditions and to carry out investigations in the field of human trafficking in
connection with employment, forced labour and labour exploitation. As part of this, the
protection of victims of human trafficking is also taken into account.
7.1.

Scope of, and trends in exploitative working conditions

Both the number of investigations initiated and the number of proceedings completed in this
field remained at a low level. The criminal offences in question involve the exploitation of acute
personal or economic predicaments suffered by the workers as a result of illegal labour
migration and an insecure residence status. The standard applied under case law with regard to
the constituent elements of human trafficking for the purpose of labour exploitation is very high
and poses a considerable challenge for investigations. Investigations were regularly
discontinued due to the legal framework and the circumstances that accompany investigations
into human trafficking and exploitative labour conditions, for example the unwillingness of
trafficked persons to testify.
7.2.

Cooperation between authorities and entities
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The FKS protects victims of human trafficking in connection with employment, forced labour
and labour exploitation in various ways, including networking with institutions and other
competent authorities, acting as an interface with additional professional victim assistance
offered by governmental or non-governmental institutions, and cooperating and coordinating
with the police authorities on the task in question. In addition, the FKS participates in European
forms of cooperation to combat human trafficking.
The Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, the Federal Ministry of Finance and the
DGB are currently working on a framework agreement to intensify cooperation and improve
the distribution of responsibilities between the FKS and the service point to combat labour
exploitation, forced labour and human trafficking funded by the Federal Ministry of Labour and
Social Affairs as well as the special consultation services for foreign workers “Fair Mobility”
and “Fair Integration”. The agreement is expected to be concluded in the first half of 2021.
The aim of the framework agreement is the continuous development and sustainable
strengthening of cooperation on the ground in order to make a decisive joint contribution to
enabling those affected to find a way out of illegal structures or precarious living situations.

III.

Measures to combat undeclared work and unlawful employment

A. Legal developments in Europe and Germany
Europe
1.1.

Revision of the EU Posted Workers Directive

The Directive (EU) 2018/957 amending Directive 96/71/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 16 December 1996 concerning the posting of workers within the framework of
the provision of services entered into force on 28 June 2018. The Member States had to
transpose the directive into national law by 30 July 2020 at the latest (see III. A. 2 .2).
1.2.

Directive (EU) 2020/1057

Directive (EU) 2020/1057 laying down specific rules with respect to Directive 96/71/EC and
the Directive 2014/67/EU for posting drivers in the road transport sector and amending
Directive 2006/22/EC as regards enforcement requirements and Regulation (EU)
No 1024/2012 entered into force on 1 August 2020. The Member States have to implement the
directive by 2 February 2022 (see IV.A. regarding the implementation of the directive).
1.3.

Regulation (EU) 2019/1149 establishing a European Labour Authority

Following the adoption of Regulation EU 2019/1149 of 20 June 2019, the European Labour
Authority, or ELA for short, was established on 31 July 2019. The purpose of the ELA is to
ensure among other things that EU labour rules are enforced in a fair, simple and effective
manner (for more details see III.C. 4.3).
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Germany
2.1. Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud (Gesetz gegen illegale
Beschäftigung und Sozialleistungsmissbrauch)
The Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud of 11 July 2019 (Federal Law
Gazette I p. 1066) entered into force on 18 July 2019. The objective of the legislation is to
protect workers more effectively against illegal wage practices and exploitative working
arrangements and to counteract undeclared work, benefit fraud and unlawful employment more
systematically overall. Ultimately this ensures a more orderly and fairer labour market.
The Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud significantly expanded the
competencies of the FKS and increased its powers as a central authority for conducting
inspections and investigations in key areas of labour law and social law. As a result of the
legislation the FKS can now, among other things, take action in combating undeclared work at
the point of initiation, e.g. at “day labourer markets” or on online service platforms, as well as
in cases where employment relationships or self-employment have been faked, e.g. for the
purposes of illegally claiming social benefits. Under this legislation, the FKS is also able to
provide assistance to family benefits agencies in fighting child abuse. Furthermore, the Act has
given the FKS the necessary inspection and investigative powers to take action against
exploitative working conditions (especially human trafficking in connection with employment,
forced labour and labour exploitation). It also sets out additional offences subject to
administrative fines and has strengthened the FKS’s rights with regards to proceedings in
relation to combating undeclared work. Cooperation and the exchange of information between
the involved authorities has also been improved (see III. B. 3).
2.2. Act Implementing Directive (EU) 2018/957 amending the Posted Workers
Directive (Gesetz zur Umsetzung der Richtlinie (EU) 2018/957 zur Änderung der EUEntsenderichtlinie)
Under EU law, Directive (EU) 2018/957, which amends Directive 96/71/EC, had to be
implemented by 30 July 2020. The AEntG was amended accordingly by the Act of 10 July
2020 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 1657).
Following the amendment to section 3 of the AEntG, universally applicable collective
agreements (Allgemeinverbindlicherklärungen) pursuant to section 5 of the Collective
Agreements Act (Tarifvertragsgesetz) are no longer limited to collective agreements in the
main and ancillary construction sectors. Pursuant to section 3 sentence 1 no 1 of the AEntG, all
sectors with an applicable nationwide collective agreement fall within the scope of the AEntG.
This means that on the basis of a nationwide collective agreement regulating minimum rates of
pay for workers that has been declared universally applicable, the chimney sweeping trade has
now been added to the sectors covered by the AEntG, and workers must be granted appropriate
minimum working conditions. The amendment does not yet apply to other sectors.
Furthermore, the working conditions which pursuant to section 5 of the AEntG can be included
in a collective agreement within the meaning of section 3 of the AEntG have been expanded.
For example, constituent elements of remuneration such as hardship allowances and
supplements for working on public holidays must be paid on top of minimum rates of pay, and
requirements regarding accommodation for workers have been included as another essential
working condition. These apply if a collective agreement obliges the employer to provide
accommodation for workers who are posted away from their regular workplace and if it contains
provisions regarding the requirements that the accommodation must fulfil. The Main
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Association of the German Construction Sector (Hauptverband der Deutschen Bauindustrie)
points out that monitoring the constituent elements of remuneration is likely to be difficult due
to industry-specific differences and the frequent changes to collective agreement provisions.
Due to such provisions in collective agreements, the construction, roofing and scaffolding
sectors are considering a review of both of these working conditions, and the industrial cleaning
sector is considering a review of the constituent elements of remuneration.
Section 2b of the AEntG now also explicitly sets out the conditions under which allowances for
posted workers can be offset against remuneration pursuant to section 2 (1) no 1 of the AEntG.
Workers who are posted in Germany for longer than 12 or 18 months (long-term postings), are
entitled pursuant to section 13b of the AEntG to all working conditions that apply in the place
where they are employed on the basis of legal or administrative provisions or universally
applicable collective agreements (including regional collective agreements). Furthermore, an
obligation for user enterprises employing a temporary worker to inform the provider of the
temporary worker has been introduced pursuant to section 15a of the AEntG. User enterprises
must inform the provider in text form as per section 126b of the Civil Code (Bürgerliches
Gesetzbuch) regarding the employment of the temporary worker in Germany and about the
essential working conditions that apply in the enterprise for comparable workers.
For employers and user enterprises established abroad that employ workers in Germany,
sections 18 and 19 of the AEntG contain more detailed notification and record-keeping
obligations that must be complied with if working conditions apply to the employment contract
under the AEntG and compliance with these is monitored by the FKS pursuant to section 16 of
the AEntG. As part of the above-mentioned amendment to the law, the obligations were
extended to include an obligation to keep a record of any additional remuneration (information
regarding the additional remuneration; start, end and number of hours worked which entitle the
worker to the additional remuneration). This means the employer is required, on a daily basis,
to record the start, end and number of hours worked by the worker and to retain these records.
In addition, the employer must keep available, in German and in the German language, the
documents required for the monitoring of these working conditions.
The AEntG in the version preceding the amendment by the Act Implementing Directive (EU)
2018/957 of the European Parliament and the Council of 28 June 2018 amending Directive
96/71/EC concerning the posting of workers within the framework of the provision of services
on 30 July 2020 still applies for employers in the road transport sector.
2.3. Act to Reform Asset Recovery in Criminal Proceedings (Gesetz zur Reform der
strafrechtlichen Vermögensabschöpfung)
The Act to Reform Asset Recovery in Criminal Proceedings of 13 April 2017 (Federal Law
Gazette I p. 872) entered into force on 1 July 2017. Its purpose is to implement the provisions
for asset recovery set out in the coalition agreement and to ensure the implementation in
German law of Directive 2014/42/EU of the European Parliament and the Council of
3 April 2014 on the freezing and confiscation of instrumentalities and proceeds of crime in the
European Union. The Act has fundamentally revised the law on asset recovery and closed gaps
in asset recovery. It includes numerous amendments to substantive and procedural law. A key
priority of the Act is to facilitate and strengthen asset recovery based on the “gross principle”.
Furthermore, criminal proceedings have been freed of civil law questions, which has simplified
asset recovery.
2.4.

Skilled Immigration Act (Fachkräfteeinwanderungsgesetz)
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With the Skilled Immigration Act of 15 August 2019 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 1307 et seqq.)
the provisions of the AufenthG on the residence and immigration of skilled labour from third
countries were expanded in a targeted way to meet the needs of Germany’s economy. They
were also made clearer and more transparent overall and the rules regarding access to the
German labour market were fundamentally changed (see II. C.5).
Among other things, the Seventh Act Amending Book IV of the SGB and other Acts (Siebtes
Gesetz zur Änderung des vierten Buches Sozialgesetzbuch und anderer Gesetze) of 12 June
2020 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 1248 et seqq.) incorporated the amendments to the AufenthG
made by the Skilled Immigration Act into the provisions regarding administrative fines in Book
III of the SGB. Furthermore, the provisions of the AufenthG that restrict employment were
made more specific in stipulating that any work pursued outside of these restrictions is not
permitted.
2.5. Act Amending the Federal War Victims’ Relief Act and Other Provisions (Gesetz
zur Änderung des Bundesversorungsgesetzes und anderer Vorschriften), here: Act to Secure
Workers’ Rights in the Meat Industry (Gesetz zur Sicherung von Arbeitnehmerrechten in
der Fleischwirtschaft)
The objective of the Act to Secure Workers’ Rights in the Meat Industry of 17 July 2017
(Federal Law Gazette I p. 2572) is to combat specific frequently reported abuses of working
conditions in the industry. To this end, the following provisions were adopted:
-

Introduction of the general liability of general contractors in the meat industry to pay social
security contributions (based on the special provision for the construction industry in
section 28e of Book IV of the SGB)
Clear obligation of employers to provide and maintain equipment and protective clothing
free of charge
A ban on set-offs against the unattachable portion of wages
Increased requirements for recording working hours for businesses in the meat industry.

2.6.

Statutory instruments pursuant to the AEntG:

In the following ordinances, remuneration conditions in the respective sectors were improved
through the establishment of sector-specific minimum hourly wages which exceed the statutory
minimum wage.
-

-

-

Eighth Ordinance on Mandatory Working Conditions in Waste Management, Including
Street Cleaning and Winter Road Maintenance (Achte Verordnung über zwingende
Arbeitsbedingungen für die Abfallwirtschaft einschließlich Straßenreinigung und
Winterdienst) of 19 December 2019
Fourth and Fifth Ordinances on Mandatory Working Conditions for Training Services
pursuant to Book II or III of the SGB (Vierte und Fünfte Verordnung über zwingende
Arbeitsbedingungen für Aus- und Weiterbildungsdienstleistungen nach dem Zweiten oder
Dritten Buch Sozialgesetzbuch ) of 7 December 2017 and 27 March 2019
Tenth and Eleventh Ordinances on Mandatory Working Conditions in the Construction
Sector (Zehnte und Elfte Verordnung über zwingende Arbeitsbedingungen im Baugewerbe)
of 12 February 2018 and 25 March 2020
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-

Ninth and Tenth Ordinances on Mandatory Working Conditions in the Roofing Trade
(Neunte und Zehnte Verordnung über zwingende Arbeitsbedingungen für das
Dachdeckerhandwerk) of 21 February 2018 and 21 January 2020
Seventh Ordinance on Mandatory Working Conditions in the Industrial Cleaning Sector
(Siebte Verordnung über zwingende Arbeitsbedingungen in der Gebäudereinigung) of 21
February 2018
Ninth Ordinance on Mandatory Working Conditions in the Painting and Decorating Trades
(Neunte Verordnung über zwingende Arbeitsbedingungen im Maler- und
Lackiererhandwerk) of 25 April 2017
Fourth and Fifth Ordinances on Mandatory Working Conditions in the Scaffolding Trade
(Vierte und Fünfte Verordnung über zwingende Arbeitsbedingungen im GerüstbauerHandwerk) of 27 June 2018 and 26 June 2019
Third Ordinance on Mandatory Working Conditions in the Stonemason and Stone
Sculpturing Trades (Dritte Verordnung über zwingende Arbeitsbedingungen im Steinmetzund Steinbildhauerhandwerk) of 29 August 2019

Each ordinance is based on a collective agreement in which the parties to the collective
agreement have agreed minimum rates of pay and, where appropriate, other minimum working
conditions for their sector. At the request of the parties to the collective agreements pursuant to
section 7 of the AEntG, the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs has, by means of the
aforementioned ordinances, extended the legal provisions of these collective agreements to all
employers and employees who fall within the scope of the respective collective agreement. The
extension is valid as long as the respective collective agreement is in force.
The ordinances support the legislative objective of establishing and enforcing appropriate
minimum working conditions for workers regularly employed in Germany as well as for
workers posted abroad. Regardless of the assertion of claims by affected workers, compliance
with the mandatory requirements of the ordinances are monitored by the FKS and penalised in
the case of violations. The provisions of collective agreements extended by the respective
ordinance may be used as the basis for an inspection by the customs authorities. They cover the
objective, local and temporal regulations required for the inspections.
2.7. Third and Fourth Ordinances on Mandatory Working Conditions in the Care
Sector (Dritte und Vierte Verordnung über zwingende Arbeitsbedingungen für die
Pflegebranche)
The establishment of sector-specific minimum wages has contributed to better remuneration in
the care sector in recent years. To this end, pursuant to section 11 (1) of the AEntG, the Federal
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs based ordinances on the decisions of three specially
appointed committees (care committees), which were tasked with making decisions on
recommendations regarding specific minimum working conditions in the care services sector
pursuant to section 12 of the AEntG. The Third Ordinance on Working Conditions in the Care
Sector (Dritte Pflegearbeitsbedingungenverordnung), which was adopted on 1 August 2017 on
the basis of recommendations by the third care committee, ceased to have effect on 30 April
2020.
With the Fourth Ordinance on Working Conditions in the Care Sector, the recommendations
made by the fourth care committee were extended to the care sector (section 10 of the AEntG).
As a result, the sector-specific minimum working conditions continued to apply after 30 April
2020. Unlike the previous ordinances which were adopted pursuant to section 11 of the AEntG,
the fourth ordinance, which will cease to have effect on 30 April 2022, provides for
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differentiated minimum wages depending on the type of work and the qualifications of the
workers, as well as for paid holidays.
2.8. Act to Amend the Act on Temporary Agency Work and Other Acts; Third and
Fourth Ordinances on a Wage Floor for the Provision of Temporary Workers (Gesetz zur
Änderung des Arbeitnehmerüberlassungsgesetzes und anderer Gesetze; Dritte und Vierte
Verordnung über eine Lohnuntergrenze in der Arbeitnehmerüberlassung)
The Act to Amend the Act on Temporary Agency Work and other Acts (Federal Law Gazette
I p. 258) entered into force on 1 April 2017. A key element of the reform is the legal provision
on equal pay after nine months at the latest.
The AÜG stipulates that for the duration of their posting, temporary workers are in principle
entitled to the same basic working conditions, including the same rate of pay, as comparable
regular workers in the user enterprise. It is possible to deviate from the equal-pay principle
within the first nine months of a temporary work placement on the basis of an applicable
collective agreement. Deviating from it for more than nine months is now only possible if a
supplementary (industry-wide) collective agreement (Zuschlagstarifvertrag) applies that
complies with certain social principles.
The Third and Fourth Ordinances on a Wage Floor for the Provision of Temporary Workers of
26 May 2017 and 20 August 2020 and the collective agreements regulating minimum hourly
wages for temporary workers on which they are based have adopted the lowest wage groups
stipulated in the association collective wage agreements currently applicable nationwide of the
proposing parties to the collective agreements in the temporary employment sector.
The ordinance promotes the employment policy objectives of the AÜG and supports the
financial stability of the social security systems, thereby contributing to reducing illegal
employment.
2.9.

Parcel Courier Protection Act (Paketboten-Schutz-Gesetz)

The Parcel Courier Protection Act of 22 November 2019 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 1602),
transferred the provisions on liability for social security contributions that already applied to
the construction and meat sectors to the parcel delivery sector. Principal contractors in this
sector are now liable to pay the social security contributions of subcontractors if the latter do
not fulfil their payment obligations. However, principal contractors can exempt themselves
from this liability by submitting a prequalification provided by the subcontractor or by means
of clearance certificates (Unbedenklichkeitsbescheinigung) from the collection bodies.
A further objective of the legislation was to extend subcontractors’ record-keeping obligations
under social security law. Subcontractors now have to keep records for all workers which show
the contractual basis of the employment relationship. They are exempt from this obligation if
they can prove their reliability on the basis of a prequalification or clearance certificates from
the collection bodies.
2.10. Act on a Making Criminal Proceedings More Effective and Fit for Purpose (Gesetz
zur effektiveren und praxistauglicheren Ausgestaltung des Strafverfahrens)
With the Act on Making Criminal Proceedings More Effective and Fit for Purpose of 17 August
2017 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 3202), two new case examples of especially serious offences
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relating to withholding and misappropriation of wages were added to the list of criminal
offences set out in section 266a of the StGB. The case examples each describe particular forms
of organised withholding of contributions involving perpetrators consistently failing to register
workers for social security contributions or not registering them for the correct amount, or –
with the help or cooperation of third parties – taking measures involving the use of false
documents to conceal the actual employment relationship. Section 266a (4) sentence 2 no 3 of
the StGB covers cases involving perpetrators obtaining fictitious, counterfeit or falsified
documents offered commercially by a third party to conceal the actual working relationship.
Section 266a (4) sentence 2 no 4 of the StGB covers cases in which perpetrators are themselves
members of a gang whose members have joined forces to consistently withhold contributions
and provide fictitious, counterfeit or falsified documents to conceal the actual employment
relationship.
2.11. Ordinance Determining the Competent Authority for the Submission of
Notifications and Information Pursuant to the Posted Workers Act (Verordnung zur
Bestimmung der zuständigen Behörde bei Mitteilungen und Anmeldungen nach dem
Arbeitnehmer-Entsendegesetz)
The Ordinance Determining the Competent Authority for the Submission of Notifications and
Information Pursuant to the Posted Workers Act of 27 August 2020 (Federal Law Gazette I p.
1976) stipulates that the GZD is the responsible authority for the receipt of notifications and
information pursuant to the AEntG. Employers and user enterprises can therefore submit both
the required information regarding postings pursuant to section 18 (1) and (3) of the AEntG as
well as notifications regarding the extension of postings pursuant to section 13b (2) of the
AEntG to the GZD as the central authority.
2.12 Act to Strengthen the Fight Against Undeclared Work and Unlawful Employment
(Gesetz zur Stärkung der Bekämpfung der Schwarzarbeit und illegalen Beschäftigung)
The Act to Strengthen the Fight Against Undeclared Work and Unlawful Employment of 6
March 2017 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 399) entered into force on 10 March 2017.
In order to enhance the fight against tax evasion, social security fraud, undeclared work and
unlawful employment, the legal framework, including in the SchwarzArbG, was extended, and
the FKS’s staffing and IT equipment were improved.
The legal basis for providing the FKS with modern IT equipment is set out in the SchwarzArbG.
The powers of local-authority regulatory bodies have been extended. The authorities
responsible under Land legislation for combating undeclared work in the trade and skilled crafts
sector are now authorised to carry out inspections.
The exchange of information between the FKS and the authorities responsible under Land
legislation for authorising and monitoring occasional transport services using motor vehicles
has been improved.
Previously, applicants for public contracts could be excluded from participating in the award
process only if the contract in question was a construction contract. A new provision in the
SchwarzArbG has extended this to supply and service contracts.
An amendment to the Road Transportation Act (Straßenverkehrsgesetz) means that the FKS
now has automated access to the Federal Motor Transport Authority’s Central Vehicle Register
and can retrieve certain vehicle and vehicle owner data.
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Following an amendment to Book IV of the SGB, the FKS is responsible for punishing
violations of notification obligations even when the violations are detected during ongoing
investigations (with the exception of violations of immediate notification obligations).
2.13 The Act to Regulate Prostitution and to Protect Prostitutes (Gesetz zur Regulierung
des Prostitutionsgewerbes sowie zum Schutz von in der Prostitution tätigen Personen)
The objective of the Act to Regulate Prostitution and to Protect Prostitutes, which entered into
force on 1 July 2017 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 2372), is to improve the situation for prostitutes
by increasing their right to self-determination and ensuring they are better protected against
exploitation, procuring, violence and human trafficking. Key elements of the legislation include
a new registration obligation for prostitutes, a mandatory medical consultation for prostitutes
and a new obligation to apply for a permit to operate a prostitution business. The inclusion of
prostitution in the list under section 2a (1) of the SchwarzArbG means that persons offering
sexual services are obliged to carry identity documents as proof of identification and to present
these to the FKS if requested to do so. A person operating a prostitution business, insofar as he
or she is an employer within the meaning of this act, is obliged to inform prostitutes of their
obligation to carry official proof of identification.
2.14

Competition Register Act (Wettbewerbsregistergesetz)

The Competition Register Act of 18 July 2017 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 2739) created the legal
foundation for establishing a modern electronic register that public contracting parties can
access simply and quickly to obtain reliable information on the existence of grounds for
exclusion under public procurement law. In all public procurement procedures, public
contracting parties must check if grounds for exclusion exist on the basis of EU public
procurement directives that have been transposed into German law. Up to now, however, it has
been difficult on a practical level for public contracting parties to check whether a company has
committed criminal offences or relevant violations.
Final convictions, penalty orders and final administrative fine decisions relating to certain legal
violations (e.g. cases of corruption and violations of labour law provisions including those in
the SchwarzArbG) that can be attributed to a business must be added to the register, which is
due to go online in the course of 2021. Before awarding contracts above a certain value (usually
€30,000), public contracting parties such as local authorities, Land authorities or federal
ministries are obliged to check the online competition register to see whether the company to
be awarded the contract is registered. Contracting parties can also consult the register in the
case of contracts below a value of €30,000.
B. The German Customs Administration’s Unit for the Financial Control of Undeclared
Work (Finanzkontrolle Schwarzarbeit, FKS)
The FKS’s legal mandate to carry out checks and inspections is based on Section 2 (1), sentence
1 of the SchwarzArbG, according to which the customs authorities check whether:
-

Obligations in connection with the provision of work or services as set out in section 28a of
Book IV of the SGB are being fulfilled or were fulfilled
Social benefits on the basis of Books II and III of the SGB are being claimed unlawfully in
connection with work or services or the faking of work or services
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-

The information submitted by the employer to obtain benefits pursuant to Books II and III
of the SGB was corroborated with sufficient proof
Foreign nationals are or were being employed or commissioned to carry out work or
services in contradiction of section 4 (3) sentences 1 and 2 of the AufenthG or are or were
being employed in contradiction of section 284 (1) of Book III of the SGB
Workers without the permit required under section 1 (1) of the AÜG are or were being
supplied or leased and are or were being supplied or leased in contradiction of the provisions
set out in section 1 (1) sentences 5 and 6, section 1a or 1b of the AÜG
Working conditions pursuant to the MiLoG, the AEntG and section 8 of the AÜG in
combination with a statutory instrument pursuant to section 3a (2) sentence 1 of the AÜG
are or were observed
Workers are or were employed under exploitative working conditions
Labour is or was offered or sought in a public space in contradiction of section 5a.

In order to fulfil their reporting obligations pursuant to section 6 (1) sentence 1 in combination
with section 6 (4) no 4 of the SchwarzArbG, the customs authorities also check, as part of their
inspections pursuant to sentence 1, whether there are indications that taxpayers have not
fulfilled their tax obligations in connection with the provision of work or services within the
meaning of section 1 (2) sentence 1 no 2 of the SchwarzArbG. In order to fulfil their reporting
obligations pursuant to section 6 (1) sentence 1 in combination with section 6 (4) nos 4 and 7
of the SchwarzArbG, the customs authorities also check, as part of their inspections pursuant
to sentence 1, whether there are indications that recipients of child benefit payments are not
fulfilling their obligations to cooperate.
In order to fulfil this task, the FKS carries out inspections and investigations on the basis of the
SchwarzArbG. In the course of conducting investigations, customs authorities are therefore
authorised to enter property and business premises, to collect information, to stop vehicles, to
examine business documents and other documents, to check the ID of persons encountered
during these investigations and to check the residence permits of foreign nationals (sections 3,
4, and 5 in combination with section 2 of the SchwarzArbG).
In turn, the individuals involved have an obligation to cooperate and tolerate and to carry and
show identity documents (sections 2a and 5 of the SchwarzArbG).
Furthermore, section 14 of the SchwarzArbG gives the FKS the same powers in the prosecution
of criminal and administrative offences directly related to one of the issues listed in section 2 (1)
of the SchwarzArbG as police authorities have pursuant to the Code of Criminal Procedure
(Strafprozessordnung) and the Administrative Offences Act (Gesetz über
Ordnungswidrigkeiten). In this regard, FKS officials act as investigators for the public
prosecution service.
The amendment to the SchwarArbG in July 2019 extended the tasks and powers of the customs
administration. Further details can be found below under point 3 – “Enhanced powers due to
the amendment to the SchwarzArbG”.
The GZD is a higher federal authority under the remit of the Federal Ministry of Finance. It
implements the strategic guidelines laid down by the Federal Ministry of Finance and is
responsible for the operational management of the customs administration.
Directorate VII of the GZD is responsible for the FKS’s tasks and carries out legal and technical
supervision at the local level (main customs offices).
As of January 2021, the operative tasks of the FKS are performed by 41 main customs offices
at 117 locations throughout Germany (up to 31 December 2020 at 115 locations).
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In order to improve the fulfilment of its operative tasks, the FKS has pursued two main
objectives since 1 January 2015:
-

To carry out checks on sectors that are particularly strongly affected by undeclared work
and violations of the minimum wage provisions
To combat organised forms of undeclared work

-

Taking the approach of quality over quantity, the FKS’s aims to carry out inspections using a
risk-based approach in sectors particularly affected by undeclared work, unlawful employment
and violations of minimum wage provisions, and in particular to uncover larger cases of fraud.
The FKS conducts investigations into serious economic crime and organised crime in the area
of unlawful employment and undeclared work.
1.

Development of staffing levels and equipment

a) Staff
As at 1 January 2021 there were 7,339 permanent members of staff working for the customs
administration’s FKS unit. The staffing requirement established for 2020, including the
additionally required staff for the Minimum Wage Act, encompassed 8,408 posts.
The additional 1,600 posts granted by the German Bundestag when the statutory minimum
wage was introduced in 2015 and the customs administration was tasked with monitoring
undeclared work, were largely allocated in the 2017–2020 reporting period.
From 2021 the FKS will be strengthened further with new budgeted posts and planned
additional budgeted posts based on current budget notes.2
This strengthening of the FKS can be broken down as follows:
Financial
Year

2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029

AEntG

MiLoG

191
-

General
strengthening
of the customs
administration
217
130
-

250
304
548
225
173
-

Act to
Total
Combat
Unlawful
Employment
and Benefit
Fraud
198
856
283
717
473
1,021
472
697
380
553
690
690
869
869
564
564
233
233
Amount:
6,200

The figures in the table also include budgeted posts for other areas such as
organisational/personnel and budgetary matters, training and professional development, and
information technology.

2

Annual decisions by budget legislators regarding the respective budget notes are required.
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b) Equipment
The FKS’s technical infrastructure is being improved in particular with the implementation of
a new specialist software application. Pursuant to section 16 (1) of the SchwarzArbG the ProFiS
2.0 tool serves as a shared, uniform information system for organisational units responsible for
monitoring undeclared work. ProFiS 2.0 will replace the previous software and help bring about
fundamental and positive changes.
It will help FKS staff to carry out auditing, investigative, sanctioning, case-processing and
evaluation tasks in their day to day work.
Since 2020 all of the FKS’s investigators involved in investigating underlying offences have
been provided with modern SINA laptops. In 2020 additional virtual machines (VMs) were
developed for the FKS on the basis of SINA technology. These enable FKS investigators to
view and evaluate digital pieces of evidence and documents at their workplace. A
comprehensive roll-out of these VMs is planned for the start of 2021.
The FKS is also authorised to check people’s identity based on documents they carry with them
(e.g. passport, identity document, residence permit). Since February 2020, efficiency has been
increased through the implementation of these document-checking systems across all FKS
locations, and upgrading equipment continues to be a priority to support FKS staff and optimise
work processes.
2.

Results of the FKS’s work

Over the last few years the FKS’s fight against undeclared work and unlawful unemployment
by means of comprehensive inspections and investigations has continued to make a decisive
contribution to bolstering social security systems and securing government revenue, thereby
ensuring fair competition and working conditions. Checking compliance with the minimum
wage provisions is a very time consuming aspect of this. The more extensive individual checks
are, the fewer checks can be carried out overall. In line with the “quality over quantity” principle
mentioned above, it is not just the number of inspections or the number of individuals
questioned that are decisive in the fight against undeclared work. Rather than trying to carry
out as many inspections as possible, the aim is to carry out inspections in the areas that are
particularly strongly affected by undeclared work and to use high-quality inspection and
investigation procedures to detect unlawful employment and undeclared work. By selecting
cases to investigate based on a risk-based approach, the FKS has expanded the scope of its
work.
FKS work outcomes during the current reporting period:
Year
Audits of employers
Criminal investigations launched
Criminal investigations completed
Investigations of administrative
offences launched
Investigations of administrative
offences transferred to the FKS
Investigations of administrative
offences completed
Fines from court decisions or
summary orders, total (in €

2017

2018

2019

2020

52,209
107,903
107,941
26,142

53,491
111,004
108,807
28,466

54,733
114,997
115,958
31,366

44,702
104,787
106,565
28,772

28,666

30,147

32,264

28,558

48,828

52,579

57,248

52,173

31.6

33.4

36.6

29.8
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m)
Fines imposed, warning fines and
forfeitures, total (in €m)
Fines collected, warning fines and
forfeitures, total (in €m)
Losses incurred during investigations
in connection with criminal charges
and administrative fines, total (in €m)
Prison sentences, total (in years)

64.4

49.3

57.4

46.4

26.5

20.4

24.5

23.1

967.3

834.8

755.4

816.5

1,648

1,715

1,891

1,827

During the current Covid-19 pandemic, too, everything has been done to ensure that the FKS
retains its ability to function effectively while also protecting the health of its staff. The FKS
continues to conduct risk-based field audits, taking the necessary safety precautions.
Nevertheless, certain pandemic-related factors – such as the extra efforts taken to protect staff
health, along with staffing shortages due to quarantines – are having an impact on the unit’s
ability to perform its functions. In addition, many sectors were especially hard hit by the
measures that were taken to contain the pandemic. This also had an impact on the work of the
FKS and the related outcomes of its investigations.
Outcomes in the area of asset recovery under criminal law are as follows:
Year

2014
2015
2016
2017
(until
30.6.)
2017
(from 1.7)
2018
2019
2020

Number of
Amount frozen (in €m)
measures in which
assets were
provisionally frozen
296
16.4
287
15.7
503
54
187
8.5

of which provisionally
frozen in connection with
section 266a of the StGB
(in €m)
12
13.8
48.8
6.9

355

31.7

29.7

765
705
677

56.6
35
46.9

43.3
32.2
41.1

It is clear that as a result of the reform of criminal asset confiscation (see III. A. 2. 3.), the
number of provisional measures to freeze assets with the involvement of the FKS, along with
the provisionally frozen amounts, have risen sharply since mid-2017.
3.

Enhanced powers due to the amendment of the SchwarzArbG

The most important amendments made by the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and
Benefit Fraud of 11 July 2019 – in addition to those described under III. A. 2.1 – are as follows:
-

Combating sham self-employment

Since sham self-employment leads to a lack of security for the allegedly self-employed and
burdens the social security system, the powers of the FKS to conduct inspections and
investigations have been enhanced. In cases of suspected sham self-employment, the FKS can
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carry out checks on allegedly self-employed persons at the place where their business is
registered even if they have no specific place of work. In addition, the FKS can demand that
individuals suspected of being falsely self-employed submit documents or provide information
either in writing or in person.
-

Combating benefit fraud, particularly in the form of fictitious employment contracts
or sham self-employment

The fight against fraudulent (and often organised) social benefit claims – which are made, for
example, by presenting fake employment contracts to the competent authorities as proof of
supposed eligibility – has been improved in that the FKS is now also authorised to investigate
cases in which an employment relationship or self-employment is faked in order to unlawfully
obtain social benefits pursuant to Books II and III of the SGB.
-

Supporting family benefits agencies in fighting child abuse

The fraudulent receipt of child benefit payments is closely related to the above-mentioned
unlawful attainment of social benefits pursuant to Books II and III of the SGB. If the FKS finds
indications of a possible violation of the obligation to cooperate by the child benefit recipient,
it informs the competent family benefits agency. In addition, the FKS now has the power to
participate in checks carried out by family benefits agencies.
-

Unauthorised initiation of undeclared work and unlawful employment in public
spaces (day labour markets)

In urban areas in particular, people offer their labour in public spaces in return for payment far
below the prescribed minimum wage. The FKS has been given the power to intervene, at the
stage of such illegal working relationships being initiated at day labour markets, against those
offering and seeking employment, and, if necessary, to break up such gatherings.
-

Disclosure obligations in connection with anonymous offers of undeclared work and
unlawful unemployment online and in other media

The right to information in connection with job offers and advertisements for undeclared work
and unlawful unemployment made in print, online and in other media has been extended for the
FKS and the Land authorities for combating undeclared work. In the case of published
anonymous job offers and advertisements, the FKS can request information from the publishers
in order to investigate the employers posting the job ads.
-

Combating exploitative working conditions

The FKS has been provided with the necessary authority (a) to conduct inspections and
investigations to take action against exploitative working conditions and (b) to investigate
human trafficking in connection with employment, forced labour and labour exploitation.
In order to intensify the fight against human trafficking in connection with employment, forced
labour and labour exploitation, the FKS will in future be able to carry out investigations into
working conditions to ascertain whether workers are being employed under conditions
markedly less favourable than other workers engaged in the same or comparable employment.
-

Inspection and investigative powers of the FKS with regard to contractually agreed
accommodation and housing conditions pursuant to the AEntG

To protect foreign workers in particular, the FKS has been given powers to inspect contractually
agreed housing conditions and to enter housing provided by the employer if it poses an
imminent risk to public safety and order. Relevant provisions within the scope of collective
agreements pursuant to section 8 (1) sentence 1 of the AEntG currently exist for the construction
sector and the roofing and scaffolding sectors. The main aim of these provisions is to ensure
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compliance with the minimum standards specified in the respective collective agreement with
regard to the accommodation of workers. Above all, it makes it more difficult to provide
accommodation in overcrowded, low-quality housing.
-

Effectively combating serious economic crime and organised crime in the area of
undeclared work and unlawful employment

A particular priority of the legislation is to step up the fight against serious economic crime and
organised crime in the area of undeclared work and unlawful unemployment. The Act has
expanded the FKS’s investigative powers, for example in the surveillance of suspects’
telecommunications to uncover scams involving fictitious invoices. The Act also includes new
administrative offences involving the creation and bringing into circulation of fake invoices to
conceal undeclared work and unlawful employment, which are subject to fines of up to
€100,000 and in some cases up to €500,000.
-

Securing entitlement to social benefits with the classification of reckless non-payment
and misuse of wages and salaries as a new administrative offence

Any employer who recklessly withholds employer or employee social security contributions is
committing an administrative offence pursuant to section 8 (3) of the SchwarzArbG, which the
FKS can punish with a fine of up to €50,000. This closes a gap in the types of intentional acts
that are punishable under section 266a of the StGB.
-

Strengthening the FKS’s rights with regards to proceedings

The FKS’s rights with regards to proceedings were strengthened a) in administrative offence
proceedings with a newly established independent right to participate in the main proceedings
and b) in criminal proceedings as a result of public prosecutors’ offices being able to hand over
investigative powers to the customs authorities under certain circumstances. In these cases, the
FKS can independently order measures in criminal proceedings relating to the withholding and
misappropriation of wages pursuant to section 266a of the StGB. These include filing
applications to issue penalty orders, ordering ancillary measures in independent proceedings or
terminating preliminary proceedings.
-

Improving cooperation and data exchange

Cooperation between different authorities is essential for effectively combating unlawful
employment and benefit fraud. Therefore, with the extension of the FKS’s tasks and powers,
the following authorities were added to the list of authorities with which it cooperates:
-

-

The Federal Employment Agency (Bundesagentur für Arbeit) in its capacity as the central
family benefits agency
The authorities responsible under the legislation of the respective Land for licensing and
supervising commercial road haulage
The authorities responsible under the legislation of the respective Land for monitoring and
controlling compliance with Land procurement and collective agreement law
The authorities responsible under the legislation of the respective Land for receiving the
registration of prostitutes pursuant to section 3 of the Prostitute Protection Act
(Prostituiertenschutzgesetz) and for licensing businesspersons in the area of prostitution
pursuant to section 12 of the Prostitute Protection Act
The authorities responsible under Land legislation for licensing pursuant to section 34a of
the GewO
The joint entities of the parties to the collective agreement within the meaning of
section 4 (2) of the Collective Agreements Act (Tarifvertragsgesetz)
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The exchange of data between the FKS and the other involved authorities – in particular Job
Centres and family benefits agencies, as well as criminal prosecution authorities and police
authorities – has been improved, e.g. through new data transmission powers and automated data
retrieval options.
-

Obligation to carry and produce identification

Persons working in certain sectors and industries are obliged to carry on their person their
identity card, passport, travel document issued in lieu of a passport or document issued in lieu
of an identity card and to present it to the customs authorities upon request. The private security
industry has been added to the sectors to which this obligation applies.
4.

Combating organised forms of undeclared work and organised crime

Organised forms of undeclared work are defined as the planned perpetration of crimes or
administrative offences using commercial or business-like structures which affect a large
number of employers or are carried out over an extended period of time. Organised forms of
undeclared work involve a high level of concealment and require intensive investigations. The
FKS is also having to deal increasingly with organised crime and organised criminal structures.
Increasingly, offences such as withholding and embezzling wages, tax fraud, denying minimum
working conditions or illegally providing temporary labour by means of fictitious contracts for
works and services, as described above (see II. B and II. C), are concealed by perpetrators who
fake legal business models or business practices. Perpetrators deliberately create complex
systems of fictitious systems with the aim of withholding social security contributions on a
large scale, evading tax, or denying minimum working conditions, the goal being to maximise
profits over extended periods of time. This method of concealment is being discovered in more
and more sectors.
Combating these organised forms of undeclared work has been a key focus of the FKS’s work
since 2015. In addition to establishing the necessary organisational structures at the main
customs offices, the Act to Combat Employment and Benefit Fraud (see III. A. 2. 1.) has
expanded the powers of the FKS with regard to criminal proceedings in investigations into
particularly serious cases of withholding of wages (section 266a (4) of the StGB).
Despite the increased prosecution of cases of undeclared work and unlawful employment,
criminal groups continue their illegal activities in order to generate profits. They react
immediately to changes in legislation, and use increasingly complex methods to try and conceal
criminal business models. The perpetrators operate throughout Germany and increasingly also
internationally.
Investigating organised forms of undeclared work involving the complex and constantly
changing forms of concealment described above, and finding proof that can hold up in court,
place high demands on the competent investigating authorities in terms of staff and equipment.
Investigations into organised forms of undeclared also often require further investigations in
follow-up proceedings.
Cooperation with numerous other authorities is needed to expose and prosecute organised forms
of undeclared work (see II. A. 4.). During their investigations, the FKS works intensively with
the Land and federal police authorities as well as the tax investigation units, e.g. by providing
support or in joint investigation teams. The exchange of information and data between national
and international authorities is particularly important during criminal investigations.
The Federal Situation Report on Organised Crime, to which the GZD contributed for the first
time in 2019, shows that more than a third of the proceedings conducted in the area “Crime
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associated with the business world” result from investigations into organised crime carried out
by the FKS. In addition, the FKS is actively involved in joint investigations by the federal and
Länder police authorities.

5.

Experience and developments in connection with autonomous FKS investigations

The SchwarzArbG was amended by means of the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and
Benefit Fraud, which extended the FKS’s rights with regard to proceedings. In accordance with
section 14a of the SchwarzArbG, the customs authorities, in cases in which they have the power
to do so pursuant to section 14 of the SchwarzArbG, conduct investigations autonomously
within the limits set out in section 14b of the SchwarzArbG if the offence constitutes a criminal
offence exclusively pursuant to section 266a of the StGB and if the public prosecutor’s office
has handed the criminal case over to the customs authorities.
For the first time, this amendment gave the main customs offices the authority to conduct
investigations autonomously outside the area of tax law, thus easing the burden on the public
prosecutors’ offices in cases involving the criminal offence specified above.
One prerequisite is that the criminal proceedings conducted in cases of withholding and
misappropriation of wages pursuant to section 266a of the StGB must be straightforward
proceedings that appear suitable to be handled as summary proceedings.
Since the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud entered into force, the
customs administration has undertaken comprehensive measures to enable it to complete its
new tasks appropriately. For example, it has updated service instructions, held official meetings
and workshops, changed organisational structures in the F sections of the main customs offices,
initiated necessary IT adjustments, and conducted numerous cooperation talks with public
prosecutor generals’ offices and local public prosecutors’ offices.
Between19 July 2019 (the date of the Act’s entry into force) and 31 December 2020, the public
prosecutors’ offices asked the customs administration to conduct proceedings relating to a total
of 1,771 criminal offences exclusively pursuant to section 266a of the StGB. The customs
administration was able to conclude 564 of these with an application for summary penalty or
termination of the proceedings.
From the customs administration’s point of view, the new collaboration with the public
prosecutors’ offices has generally been positive. Following cooperation talks between the
public prosecutors’ offices and the main customs offices, guidelines were drawn up and
secondments and training courses carried out in response to the new distribution of
competences.
However, there are some difficulties arising from the fact that the customs administration’s
powers in this area are more limited than in the area of tax law. For example, several public
prosecutors’ offices have criticised the fact that many cases cannot be handed over pursuant to
section 14a of the SchwarzArbG due to the presence of tax offences and fraud alongside the
offences set out in section 266a of the StGB. This precludes a handover pursuant to
section 14a (2) of the SchwarzArbG. Moreover, the current rules do not ease the burden on the
public prosecutors’ offices as much as anticipated, because the public prosecutors’ offices still
have to review whether a case can be handed over and deal with the criminal penalty order
submitted by the main customs office.
For this reason, some Länder demand that the handover option for public prosecutors’ offices
be extended, allowing the FKS to handle additional prosecutions on the same basis (see IV.C.).
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C. Administrative measures
1.

National cooperation agreements

1.1.

General aspects

To combat undeclared work and unlawful employment effectively, there needs to be
coordinated cooperation among all authorities and entities concerned. Section 2 (4) and (6) of
the SchwarzArbG in particular form the legal basis for coordinated cooperation and the
intensive exchange of information between cooperating authorities. According to these
provisions, the customs authorities and the authorities and entities specified in II. A. 4. must
cooperate and provide one another with the information needed to complete their tasks.
So far, 12 cooperating authorities have concluded cooperation agreements or cooperation
guidelines specifying the details of their cooperation:
Last updated/date Cooperation agreement
14 August 2006
Agreement between the Federal Ministry of Finance and the
occupational accident insurance funds, represented by the main
institute of occupational accident insurance funds (Hauptverband der
gewerblichen Berufsgenossenschaften e.V.; replaced by the German
Statutory
Accident
Insurance
(Deutsche
Gesetzliche
Unfallversicherung e.V.)) on the principles of cooperation between the
FKS and the occupational accident insurance funds
6 January 2011
Guideline issued by the Federal Ministry of Finance and the Land
interior ministries on the principles of cooperation between the FKS
and the Land authorities responsible for foreign nationals
23 April 2012
Joint principles of the German Statutory Pension Insurance Scheme
(Deutsche Rentenversicherung Bund) and the national associations of
the statutory pension insurance funds pursuant to section 150 (3) of
Book VI of the SGB, approved by the Federal Ministry of Labour and
Social Affairs, in consultation with the Federal Ministry of Finance
14 September 2012 Agreement between the customs administration authorities
(represented by the Federal Ministry of Finance) and the pension
providers (represented by the German Statutory Pension Insurance
Scheme) on the principles of cooperation between the FKS and the
pension providers in combating undeclared work and unlawful
employment (FKS-German Statutory Pension Insurance Scheme
Cooperation Agreement)
1 August 2013
Agreement between the Federal Ministry of Finance and the Land
ministries responsible for security technology and occupational health
and safety on the principles of cooperation between the FKS and the
Land authorities responsible for occupational health and safety
8 April 2016
Agreement between the Federal Ministry of Finance and the relevant
Land ministries on the principles of cooperation between the FKS, the
Land trade authorities and the Land authorities responsible for
combating undeclared work
1 October 2016
Provision on the principles of cooperation between the FKS and the
Land revenue authorities pursuant to section 2 (1) sentence 5 of the
SchwarzArbG
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16 November 2016 Agreement between the GZD and the Federal Network Agency for
Electricity, Gas, Telecommunications, Postal and Rail Services on
cooperating in the fight against undeclared work and unlawful
employment
15 October 2018
Agreement between the GZD and the Federal Employment Agency on
the principles of cooperation in combating undeclared work and
unlawful employment (Book III, SGB; AÜG)
7 June 2019
Agreement between the GZD and the BAG on the principles of
cooperation in combating undeclared work and unlawful employment
18 December 2019 Agreement on the principles of cooperation between the GZD and the
Federal Employment Agency’s central family benefits agency
1 July 2020
Guideline on the principles of cooperation within the scope of Book II
of the SGB between the FKS and the Job Centres (joint entities and
approved local authority providers)
10 August 2020
Guideline on the principles of cooperation between the authorities
responsible under the legislation of the respective Land for authorising
and monitoring occasional transport services using motor vehicles
pursuant to section 46 of the Passenger Transport Act and the FKS,
drafted by the Federal Ministry of Finance in consultation with the
Länder
The respective partners regularly evaluate the cooperation agreements and guidelines, and
amend and broaden them as required. The following changes or updates occurred in the current
reporting period:
-

-

The Guideline on the principles of cooperation between the authorities responsible under
the legislation of the respective Land for authorising and monitoring occasional transport
services using motor vehicles pursuant to section 46 of the Passenger Transport Act and the
FKS was drafted with effect from 31 January 2018 and updated with effect from
10 August 2020.
The Agreement between the Federal Ministry of Finance and the Federal Employment
Agency on the principles of cooperation between the FKS and the Federal Employment
Agency was updated with effect from 15 October 2018.
The Agreement on the principles of cooperation between the GZD and the Federal
Employment Agency’s central family benefits agency came into effect on
18 December 2019.
The agreement on cooperation within the scope of Book II of the SGB between the Federal
Ministry of Finance and the Federal Ministry for Labour and Social Affairs was redrafted
as the “Guideline on the principles of cooperation within the scope of Book II of the SGB
between the FKS and the Job Centres (joint entities and approved local authority
providers)”, in consultation with the Länder and the local authority associations, with effect
from 1 July 2020.

1.2.

Joint Centre for Illegal Migration Analysis and Strategy (Gemeinsames Analyseund Strategiezentrum illegale Migration, GASIM)

GASIM is a permanent platform for coordination, cooperation and the exchange of information
between the Federal Police, the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, the FKS, the BKA,
the Federal Intelligence Service, the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution, and
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the Federal Foreign Office. In the current reporting period, GASIM continued to enable
successful cooperation in preventing and combating illegal migration.
1.3.

Cooperation in the area of investigation

High priority is placed on cooperation with the police authorities.
Especially in the area of investigation, there are various forms of cooperation with the Land
police forces, the BKA and the Federal Police. These range from basic support measures and
joint investigation teams to joint projects with the BKA.
2.

Alliances

Combating undeclared work and unlawful employment is a task for the whole of society.
Sector-specific alliances to combat undeclared work and unlawful employment between the
various industry associations and unions represent an especially important prevention tool. By
entering into an alliance to combat undeclared work and unlawful employment, the Federal
Ministry of Finance’s alliance partners make it clear that they, too, are unwilling to tolerate
undeclared work within the sectors that they represent. The alliances also illustrate that there is
a growing consensus within wider society that undeclared work and unlawful employment have
far-reaching negative consequences for the state’s and the social security systems’ capacity to
act.
There are currently alliances in the following nine sectors:
-

Construction
Shipping/transport/logistics
Meat industry
Industrial cleaning
Painting and varnishing
Textile cleaning/textile services
Electrical trade
Scaffolding
Hairdressing

These alliances were formed with the following main objectives:
-

Working together to raise public awareness of the negative impact of undeclared work and
unlawful employment
Encouraging fair competition and equal conditions for everyone
Ensuring that all businesses pay taxes and social security contributions as prescribed by law
Jointly supporting measures to enforce compliance with the minimum wage

In addition, the GZD works together with the social partners in the hotel and restaurant industry.
As part of the above-mentioned alliances and the GZD’s partnership with the hotel and
restaurant industry, institutional dialogues (in the form of working consultations and
cooperation talks) are held as needed. These meetings are primarily a platform for informationsharing on illegal practices and types of offences and for discussions on topical issues. They
are generally held every two years. At the beginning of each year, all alliance partners also
receive an overview of the industry statistics for the most recent three years and the press
releases issued by the customs administration in the previous year relating to the industry in
question.
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3.

Task force to combat abuse of the freedom to provide cross-border services and
the freedom of establishment in another Member State

The task force to combat abuse of the freedom to provide cross-border services and the freedom
of establishment in another Member State was set up in March 2005 by the Federal Ministry of
Finance and the Federal Ministry for Labour and Social Affairs. It continues to make a
contribution to intensifying cooperation between the customs authorities and the various federal
and Länder cooperating authorities. Cooperation within the task force is organised as described
in the 12th report (see 12th report, III. C. 2).
The “reciprocal reporting system of the Federation and the Länder on new insights for
combating abuse of the freedom to provide cross-border services and the freedom of
establishment in another Member State” is an important basis for the intensive and regular
exchange of information between federal and Länder authorities.
The 2012 baseline report is updated on an ongoing basis. The federal and Länder ministries
responsible for combating unlawful employment and undeclared work that are represented in
the task force received the most recent update of the report in November 2020.
4.

Cross-border cooperation

4.1.

European platform to enhance cooperation in tackling undeclared work

Decision (EU) 2016/344 of the European Parliament and the Council of 9 March 2016 (OJ L 65
of 11 March 2016, p. 12) established the European platform to enhance cooperation in tackling
undeclared work. The platform brings together the European Commission, the social partners
and the national authorities responsible for combating undeclared work in each EU Member
State, e.g. labour inspection authorities, social security supervisory authorities, tax and customs
authorities, and social security providers. Germany is represented by the GZD. Plenary platform
meetings take place twice a year.
The purpose of the platform is to contribute to more effective Union and national actions by
enhancing cooperation between Member States’ relevant authorities and other actors involved
and improving the capacity of Member States’ different relevant authorities and actors to tackle
undeclared work with regard to its cross-border aspects. A further goal is to increase public
awareness of issues relating to undeclared work and to encourage Member States to step up
their efforts to tackle undeclared work.
To achieve these objectives, the platform enables experts from the whole of the EU to exchange
information and best practices on combating undeclared work. In addition, it reviews existing
national and EU instruments for combating undeclared work and explores new opportunities
for tackling cross-border undeclared work through an improved exchange of data between
national authorities. Finally, the platform has the aim of agreeing on joint principles for
inspections and promoting joint training courses and staff exchanges.
4.2. Bilateral cooperation agreements on combating cross-border undeclared work and
unlawful employment
Germany has bilateral agreements and treaties on cooperation in combating cross-border
undeclared work and unlawful employment with the French Republic, the Kingdom of the
Netherlands, the Republic of Austria, the Czech Republic and the Republic of Bulgaria.
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No new bilateral agreements or treaties on cooperation in combating cross-border undeclared
work were concluded in the reporting period.
Cross-border cooperation with the relevant authorities continued, for example in the form of
bilateral dialogues, regular updates on key statutory changes affecting efforts to combat
undeclared work, and cooperation in administrative procedures.
4.3.

European Labour Authority (ELA)

ELA was established on 31 July 2019 as a new EU agency to help promote fairness and mutual
trust in the internal market. It ensures that EU labour rules are enforced in a fair, simple and
effective way.
To this end, ELA supports the Member States in matters relating to cross-border labour
mobility, including rules on the free movement of workers, the posting of workers, and social
security coordination. It also aims to improve cooperation between the Member States in
combating undeclared work. On 9 March 2021, it was decided that the European platform to
enhance cooperation in tackling undeclared work (see 4.1) should be placed under ELA’s
responsibility, and a permanent working group dedicated to this area was established.
ELA’s main goals are:
-

To improve access to information about rights and obligations in the area of EU-wide labour
mobility
To facilitate and enhance cooperation between Member States in the cross-border
enforcement of relevant Union law and in tackling undeclared work; this includes
facilitating joint inspections
To mediate in the event of cross-border problems and facilitate solutions

The German government shares ELA’s goals and supports ELA in its efforts to promote close
cooperation between national authorities in the area of labour mobility. For this reason,
Germany and the other Member States are working on these goals on ELA’s Management
Board and in a number of working groups led by ELA, including the working groups on
inspections, information and mediation.
4.4.

Electronic Exchange of Social Security Information (EESSI)

Pursuant to Article 4 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009, social security providers within the
scope of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 are obliged to transmit data by electronic means. For
this purpose, the EESSI procedure was introduced at the European level on 1 July 2019.
The EESSI procedure enables the Europe-wide exchange of data between social security
providers. Prior to the introduction of the EESSI procedure, the cross-border exchange of
information between social security providers was essentially still managed on paper, using
about 100 different forms. The EESSI project is gradually replacing this paper-based exchange
of information between the European social security administrations with electronic processes.
The electronic exchange of A1 Portable Document data was launched in July 2019 at the DSRV.
Between July 2019 and the end of December 2020, more than 144,000 A1 forms were received
by the DSRV via EESSI and saved in the A1 database. The following graph shows how the
monthly number of cases has increased over time.
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As a result, Germany’s pension fund DRV Bund no longer has to make the effort of manually
inputting and post-processing scanned documents relating to Member States that transmit them
electronically.
Based on Decision No E7, all EU Member States will be required to transmit A1 Portable
Document data electronically to the DSRV over the course of 2021.
International administrative assistance in the area of social security on the basis of Article 76
of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 within the FKS’s area of responsibility comprises requests for
social security information and the first phase of the dialogue procedure.
A request for information often serves the purpose of preparing the first phase of the dialogue
procedure. The dialogue procedure is a way of requesting a review of the validity of A1 Portable
Documents and, if appropriate, their withdrawal by the issuer. The reasons for withdrawal and
the circumstances of the case are set out as part of the dialogue procedure.
At present, the GZD sends such requests by post to the relevant authorities in other Member
States.
The DSRV is reviewing whether the FKS can be connected via its access point. The aim is to
process the FKS’s future requests electronically via the EESSI system. The legal framework
for this still needs to be clarified.
5.

Supplementary measures by the Länder

The introduction of main section heads for risk management has optimised the already close
cooperation between Land tax authorities and the FKS in Bavaria. The main section heads
handle all incoming communications from and reports to the FKS offices, with the exception
of urgent tax investigation cases.
The working group to combat undeclared work and unlawful employment in Berlin and
Brandenburg, which was established in 1993, has been focusing on a priority topic at each of
its regular meetings since 2014. In 2018, the topic was “Combating undeclared work at the local
authority level”. In 2019, the working group focused on “Combating forced labour, human
trafficking and labour exploitation – legal options, experience and obstacles encountered in
practice”.
A central advice and registration office for prostitutes (ProBea) was established at the
Tempelhof-Schöneberg district office in Berlin. Initial discussions about ProBea’s role as a
cooperating authority pursuant to section 2 (4) sentence 18 of the SchwarzArbG took place in
2020 between those involved. An agreement was reached with the Berlin main customs office
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about the cases in which ProBea Berlin should transmit information to the FKS (anonymised if
appropriate).
The Berlin Advice Centre for Migration and Decent Work (BEMA) was established in Berlin,
with funding from the Berlin Senate Department for Integration, Employment and Social
Affairs. BEMA provides advisory services and support for those affected by labour
exploitation, forced labour and related human trafficking, among others, and supports victims
of labour exploitation, for example by providing temporary accommodation to enable the
victims to act as witnesses.
Following a successful pilot test, the Berlin Senate, in consultation with the districts, decided
in August 2017 that certain administrative offence procedures in connection with the
SchwarzArbG should be processed centrally at the Pankow public order office. Since then, the
Pankow district office has, under certain circumstances, been responsible for punishing a list of
administrative offences pursuant to the GewO and HwO across all of Berlin.
The central office to combat undeclared work in Berlin (ZSBS-B) was established to take on
the Berlin-wide responsibilities that the Pankow district took on as of 1 September 2017.
Cooperation between the FKS, the tax office for investigation and criminal matters and the
ZSBS-B has developed very successfully during the reporting period. As well as joint
operations, there are reciprocal shadowing visits and working meetings to promote closer ties.
An idea to create an electronic, forgery-proof time and attendance system as a way of combating
illegal structures arose several years ago within the working group of the regional association
for rules in construction. In 2019, the providers of the Berlin construction industry’s support
fund (Soka-Berlin)3 decided to implement this in the form of a pilot project. Following
numerous technical studies and adjustments, the practical implementation of the pilot project
will take place in 2021.
In Hesse, the establishment of the coordinating entity for combating unlawful employment has
proved successful. Its meetings are attended by the public prosecutor’s office, the police, the
FKS and the tax investigation service.
In Lower Saxony and Bremen, joint action days in construction and construction-related
industries are held in spring and autumn each year.
The Land authorities for combating undeclared work and the FKS are supported by police
officers, the construction industry trade association, the state labour inspectorates, the pension
providers, the authorities responsible for foreign nationals, and the Job Centres.
These Land-wide inspection days involve a large-scale deployment of staff and produce
successful outcomes, showing that the fight against undeclared work and unlawful employment
is more effective if authorities work together. The inspection days are an established part of the
strategy pursued by the Land of Lower Saxony and the FKS in combating undeclared work and
illegal employment.
Lower Saxony continues to place a high priority on combating undeclared work, due to the
enormous economic and socio-political damage that it does.
In North Rhine-Westphalia, great importance is placed on cooperation among the various
authorities involved in combating undeclared work. This joint approach is coordinated within
the interministerial group focusing on unlawful employment and undeclared work, which was
established in 2006 and is also attended by a GZD representative. At a successful 2018 Land3

Soka-Berlin is a commercial association that performs functions within the scope of the Land of Berlin based
on universally applicable collective agreements.
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wide event, “Strengthening locations in North Rhine-Westphalia. Joint action against
undeclared work”, the Land government and the GZD signed a joint letter of intent on
intensifying joint inspections. Subsequently, “joint action days” were conducted in North
Rhine-Westphalia in 2019 and 2020. On these days, the various authorities responsible for
combating undeclared work conduct intensive inspections, either simultaneously or jointly, in
a specific industry over a previously determined time period.
Between July 2016 and December 2018, North Rhine-Westphalia supported the “Alliance
against undeclared work” in the Emscher-Lippe region, a project that formed part of the Land
labour policies co-financed under the ESF4. After the end of the funding phase (end of 2018),
the network structures remained in place, creating a long-term effect.
The 2017 amendment of the SchwarzArbG gave the districts and the regional association of
Saarbrücken in Saarland powers to conduct inspections and enter premises that are similar to
those of the FKS. Since then, the chamber of skilled crafts regularly initiates joint inspections
and contributes its expertise in conducting them.
In Saxony-Anhalt, the coordination group for combating undeclared work meets on an annual
basis to share information. This coordination group consists of representatives of the Saalekreis
and Burgenlandkreis districts as well as the town of Halle (Saale), the Magdeburg main customs
office’s FKS Halle, the construction industry trade association, the tax offices of Halle,
Merseburg and Naumburg, the Halle tax investigation service, the Halle (Saale) chamber of
skilled crafts, the Land consumer protection agency (labour inspectorate South), and the Saale
district and Halle (Saale) municipal enterprises.
6.

Joint federal and Länder working group to combat human trafficking for the
purpose of labour exploitation

In 2015, the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs set up a joint federal and Länder
working group to combat human trafficking for the purpose of labour exploitation. Its aims are
(a) to ensure that Germany fulfils, on a long-term basis, the obligations laid down in
international agreements and treaties to combat human trafficking for the purpose of labour
exploitation, (b) to create support structures, and (c) to improve victim support. Alongside a
joint federal and Länder working group to combat human trafficking that was already set up in
1999, this working group facilitates information-sharing, cooperation and coordination among
the various ministries involved in combating human trafficking as well as the Länder and civil
society stakeholders. The Federal Ministry of Finance started attending the working group’s
meetings, which generally take place twice a year, in early 2020. Based on the working group’s
jointly developed strategy on combating human trafficking for the purpose of labour
exploitation, the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs set up a service point located at
Arbeit und Leben (which is run by the Berlin-Brandenburg branch of the DGB). It pools and
coordinates Germany-wide activities.
The existing collaboration between the GZD and the service point was intensified following the
entry into force of the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud on 18 July 2019
and the associated extension of the FKS’s powers to include human trafficking offences in the
context of forced labour and labour exploitation. Planned measures include training courses and
awareness-raising for FKS staff in the main customs offices. In each main customs office, two
members of staff will be nominated to act as victim protection coordinators alongside their
other duties.
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IV.

Legislative procedures and proposals to enhance the fight against undeclared
work and unlawful employment

D. Legislative procedures
This section outlines the legislative initiatives and legislative procedures that will help to
improve the enforcement of efforts to combat undeclared work and unlawful employment. The
initiatives and procedures described below were initiated during the 2017–2020 reporting
period, but have not yet been completed, or were completed following the end of the reporting
period.
Revision of the Coordination Regulation 883/2004
On 13 December 2016, the European Commission presented proposals for revisions of the
Social Security Coordination Regulations (EC) 883/2004 and 987/2009.
The European Commission’s proposed changes relate to the area of applicable law, among
others (e.g. questions related to social security in cases of secondment and employment in
multiple Member States). The trilogue has been running since January 2019.
Directive on adequate minimum wages in the European Union
On 28 October 2020, the European Commission proposed an EU Directive to ensure that
workers in the Union are protected by adequate minimum wages allowing for a decent living
wherever they work. Among other things, the proposal sets out to improve the implementation
and monitoring of the minimum wage protection applicable in each Member State.
Implementation of Directive (EU) 2020/1057
Directive (EU) 2020/1057, which entered into force with the Mobility Package I, lays down
specific rules for posting drivers in the road transport sector. Among other things,
Directive (EU) 2020/1057 specifies that, owing to the high degree of mobility in the road
transport sector, the provisions of the Posted Workers Directive 96/71/EC as well as the
administrative requirements of the Enforcement Directive 2014/67/EU are no longer applicable
to certain forms of transport. The aim is to avoid legal uncertainties and unreasonably high
administrative burdens. The Member States must implement the Directive by 2 February 2022.
Occupational Health and Safety Enforcement Act (Arbeitsschutzkontrollgesetz)
The Occupational Health and Safety Enforcement Act of 22 December 2020 (Federal Law
Gazette I, p. 3334), some of whose provisions entered into force on 1 January 2021, laid the
groundwork for improving occupational health and safety in Germany in general and in the
meat industry in particular.
In the Occupational Health and Safety Act (Arbeitsschutzgesetz), the Occupational Health and
Safety Enforcement Act implements a binding nation-wide minimum inspection rate for the
Länder authorities responsible for occupational health and safety. It also stipulates targeted
checks in high-risk industries.
In the meat industry, the Occupational Health and Safety Enforcement Act places responsibility
for working conditions solely in the hands of meat company owners. This is achieved by means
of a provision that generally prohibits the deployment of external staff in the areas of slaughter,
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meat cutting and meat processing. The objectives are (a) to ensure that there is someone who is
obliged to take responsibility for compliance with labour and occupational health and safety
provisions in these areas, and (b) to make it possible for inspection authorities to conduct
effective and efficient checks. The FKS is responsible for monitoring compliance with the new
provisions and punishing any violations.
As of 1 January 2021, employers are no longer permitted to deploy contract workers in the areas
of slaughter, meat cutting and meat processing. As of 1 April 2021, employers are generally no
longer permitted to use temporary workers in the meat industry’s core business areas. An
exception applies in meat processing, where temporary workers may be deployed in seasonal
peak periods for a transitional period until 31 March 2024, subject to strict limitations. One
prerequisite is that a collective agreement between parties in the meat industry permits the
deployment of temporary workers within the scope permitted by law. For the protection of the
temporary workers, the principle of equal treatment applies to these arrangements from the first
day onwards, without exception.
In addition, the Occupational Health and Safety Enforcement Act stipulates electronic and
tamper-proof time and attendance systems in the meat industry. It also clarifies that the time
required to set up and change clothes must be recorded as working time.
The butcher trade is generally exempted from the ban on external staff and the stricter time and
attendance system requirements.
Act to Improve Law Enforcement’s Ability to Combat Money Laundering (Gesetz zur
Verbesserung der strafrechtlichen Bekämpfung der Geldwäsche)
The Act to Improve Law Enforcement’s Ability to Combat Money Laundering
of 9 March 2021 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 327), which entered into force on 18 March 2021,
strengthened the framework for strong action to prosecute money laundering offences. The
revised criminal provision in section 261 of the StGB does not contain a list of specific predicate
offences. This essentially means that any offence can constitute a predicate offence, which
broadens the scope of the provision and makes it easier to establish proof. As a result, offences
related to the objects for inspection listed under section 2 (1) of the SchwarzArbG can also
constitute predicate offences to money laundering.
Register Modernisation Act (Registermodernisierungsgesetz)
The Register Modernisation Act of 6 April 2021 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 2945) enables
administrative data relating to an immutable reference code, the tax identification number, to
be assigned to the right person in a way that is secure and complies with data protection rules.
The register modernisation has the aim of achieving comprehensive data quality improvements.
Depending on the specific requirements, data needs to be clearly assignable, up-to-date and
consistent at all times. Registers that could be relevant for combating unlawful employment are
also covered by the modernisation. The modernisation will contribute to preventing and
investigating cases of fraud.
E. Associations
In their reports, the participating associations made a range of proposals which, in their view,
would improve efforts to combat undeclared work and unlawful employment. Several of their
proposals were already contained in the 13th report. Examples include the demand for lower
social security contributions and less red tape, the call for the introduction of further automated
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data access capabilities between authorities, and criticism of the lack of information about the
state of proceedings in cases relating to information provided by associations.
The associations reiterated some of the proposals made in the 13th report:
The HDB and the ZDB pointed out once again that current efforts to ensure compliance with
minimum wage rules in public procurement are insufficient. They stated that liability rules with
regard to the minimum wage and potentially other wage components should apply to
contracting parties, based on the special responsibility of public contracting parties in this area.
The HDB recommended that the judiciary be strengthened, stressing the urgent need to establish
dedicated departments for unlawful employment and undeclared work within the economic
divisions of public prosecutors’ offices. Furthermore, the HDB proposed that public
prosecutor’s offices for undeclared work and unlawful employment be established with crossdistrict responsibilities, and that an expansion of the capacities of the public prosecutors’ offices
and the courts and, in particular, of the criminal divisions for economic affairs, be seriously
considered. The HDB stated that the Länder could make an important contribution to combating
undeclared work and unlawful employment if the capacities of the public prosecutors’ offices
and the courts and, in particular, of the criminal divisions for economic affairs were expanded.
The DGB endorsed the creation of dedicated public prosecutors’ offices.
The ZDH and ZDB consider measures at the Länder level to be necessary in order to combat
undeclared work and unlawful employment more effectively. The two associations stated that
cross-authority and cross-Länder cooperation needed to be enhanced further, despite successful
efforts to establish dedicated public prosecutor’s offices and departments in recent years.
The ZDH stated that, in principle, no further legal provisions were needed to combat undeclared
work and unlawful employment more effectively. The BDA and the ZDB agreed with this view.
Rather, the ZDH argued, the enforcement of existing legal provisions should be improved. It
was suggested several times that the prosecution of petty offences should be milder. It was
proposed that the list of industries in section 2a of the SchwarzArbG should be expanded to
include other sectors, such as the baking trade and retail.
The HDB welcomed the intensity of the FKS’s inspections of construction sites. However, it
pointed out that it is important to conduct routine checks on small and medium-sized
construction sites, too, both in order to increase acceptance of efforts to combat undeclared
work and unlawful employment and for prevention purposes. The HDB considers the FKS’s
inspections to be an important way of raising public awareness of the fact that undeclared work
and unlawful employment are wrong, also in private settings. Therefore, while it understands
the benefits of risk analyses, the HDB believes that inspections should not be limited almost
exclusively to large construction sites, as this creates the impression that there is virtually no
risk of discovery or prosecution of illegal practices at small construction sites in rural areas.
Further specific proposals made by the associations to combat undeclared work and unlawful
employment beyond the proposals set out in the 13th report include:
To combat sham self-employment, the ZDB proposed that the obligation to have a master
craftsman qualification (Meister) be reinstated. The HDB supported the introduction of an
obligation for self-employed persons to pay social security contributions.
The DGB criticised the fact that it is possible to issue A1 Portable Documents retrospectively
and demanded a change in the procedure for issuing these documents so that the application
must be submitted before the services are rendered or the goods supplied. In the DGB’s view,
there should be an electronic prior application system with a confirmation feature so that proof
of submission of an application can be provided prior to the start of activities in the state of
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employment. What should matter is the time of application – in the case of last-minute business
trips, the A1 Portable Document itself could be submitted at a later date, as long as there is
proof that an application has been made. In addition, the DGB believes that the introduction of
a European social security number would make an important contribution to reducing abuse in
the remittance of social security contributions by allowing inspection authorities to retrieve
relevant data from a European social security register in real time. Both the DGB and the ZDB
spoke out in favour of digital real-time checks of social security information.
The DGB requested that the FKS generally improve conditions for the questioning of workers.
It stated that individuals should be questioned in a safe setting, e.g. in their own language and
in the absence of their employer or overseer.
They should be informed of their rights and made aware of any available support services. In
addition, it should be possible to process complaints anonymously, without sanctions, and in
multiple languages with the same level of priority, provided that the complaint contains
sufficient information about the circumstances.
Moreover, the DGB requested – partly in implementation of the European Court of Justice’s
judgment of 14 May 2019 (C-55/18) – that all companies should be required to introduce a
reliable, objective and tamper-proof time and attendance system. It called for the abolition of
“mini-jobs”, which it considers to be the biggest loophole for undocumented work. In the
DGB’s view, all employment should be subject to social security contributions. According to
the DGB, the widespread use of work and services contracts and temporary workers in the
courier, express delivery and parcel services industry for the sole purpose of undermining
labour and social standards should be banned.
The ZDH supports the establishment of inter-municipal cooperation as an instrument for
combating undeclared work. Inter-municipal cooperation is defined as two or more local
authorities working together to provide public services. The ZDH sees this as a successful
organisational model. It pointed to the inter-municipal cooperation model in Münster, which
has helped to combat undeclared work. It reported that this model was used successfully in
several local authorities.
Another ZDH proposal was to amend business registration provisions in the GewO, requiring
a skilled crafts or trade card to be presented when registering a craft or craft-related activity,
before the activity can be taken up.
The ZDB believes that it would make sense to give the chambers of skilled crafts permission
to transmit information to the customs administration as a way of combating undeclared work
and unlawful employment. This would mean rescinding the ban on data processing for the
purpose of prosecuting criminal and administrative offences pursuant to section 17 (1)
sentence 2 of the HwO.
F. Länder
In their reports, the Länder also submitted proposals that could help combat undeclared work
and unlawful employment more effectively.
In the context of autonomous investigations pursuant to sections 14a et seqq. of the
SchwarzArbG, several Länder mentioned a specific need for clarification or amendment with
regard to the following points:
Baden-Württemberg proposed that it should be possible to hand over investigations to the FKS
after a search has been conducted, because (a) searches can often dispel the suspicion that an
offence has been committed and (b) the customs authorities also have the power to apply for
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and implement search measures themselves. Baden-Württemberg also raised the main customs
offices’ lack of participation and cooperation rights in the main proceedings. To address this, it
proposed a provision corresponding to section 407 (1) of the Fiscal Code – possibly
supplementing section 14b of the SchwarzArbG – in the case of an objection to a criminal
penalty order requested by the main customs office or when the court schedules the main
proceedings. This would make it possible to take advantage of the expertise of the customs
officials present.
Lower Saxony, Bremen and Hamburg spoke out in favour of deleting the word “exclusively”
from section 14a (1) of the SchwarzArbG (see III. B. 5. for details on the issue), since it
precludes prosecution by the FKS in cases involving additional offences, such as wages tax
evasion or violations of laws relating to foreign nationals. In addition, Lower Saxony and
Baden-Württemberg proposed the deletion of no 1 of subsection (2) in order to make the
provisions of sections 14a and 14b of the SchwarzArbG more practicable.
The Ministry of Justice of Lower Saxony continues to believe that issuing fictitious invoices
should be classified not just as an administrative offence, but as a separate criminal offence.
Similarly, it believes that it is worth considering whether serious violations of record-keeping
and reporting obligations should also be removed from the sphere of administrative offences,
with formal violations included in section 266a of the StGB as a separate criminal offence. Any
such change would have to respect the principle of proportionality.
The Saarland Ministry of Economy, Labour, Energy and Transport once again spoke out in
favour of a rule against businesses advertising craft and trade services in the media without
being enrolled in the craft and trade register.
The Land of Baden-Württemberg passed on the Baden-Württemberg accident insurance fund’s
view that awareness-raising and enhanced communication activities could contribute to more
effective efforts to combat undeclared work and unlawful employment.
The Land of Berlin criticised the fact that, under case law, exploitation offences do not apply
in situations where people living in extreme poverty are forced to come to Germany to pursue
poorly paid employment. Unlike victims of forced prostitution, for example, these exploited
workers do not consider themselves victims, meaning that the subjective element of being in a
predicament, which is required by law for the offence to apply, is not present. Nonetheless,
these workers are employed under conditions that are markedly less favourable than those of
other workers. The Land of Berlin stated that a legislative decision was needed to determine
whether employing cheap labour in this way should be seen as a new form of human trafficking
or a separate serious crime. According to the Land of Berlin, prosecuting perpetrators through
investigations into the withholding of contributions, possibly in connection with criminal
offences pursuant to the AufenthG and the Fiscal Code, does not do justice to the criminality
of these acts.
G. Other proposals
The evaluation report on the MiLoG recommends improving the data available so as to be able
to monitor compliance with the general minimum wage more effectively. The survey on
earnings will be conducted on an annual basis from now on. This will allow potential deviations
to be detected more quickly. The overall minimum wage evaluation report also shows that,
although awareness of the existence of a statutory minimum wage is high among the general
population, people are not always aware of its precise amount. However, people need this
information in order to be able to assert their rights. Efforts should therefore be made to raise
awareness of the applicable statutory minimum wage.
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V.

Concluding remarks

Undeclared work and unlawful employment cause major shortfalls in tax revenue and social
security contributions. They reduce the level of protection and social benefits that workers
receive. Undeclared work and unlawful employment undermine competition. In many cases,
companies that use illegal methods can offer their goods and services at significantly lower
prices, crowding out law-abiding companies. The workers in such arrangements also suffer:
they have to work under poor conditions, without the protection of occupational health and
safety rules and minimum wage rules.
The legal and administrative measures implemented during the reporting period – especially
the comprehensive steps to strengthen the FKS, whose inspections and investigations make a
significant contribution to securing government revenue and bolstering social security systems
– make it clear that the German government continues to place a high priority on combating
undeclared work and unlawful employment. Moreover, the measures taken underline the
German government’s sustained commitment to reducing and preventing undeclared work and
illegal employment.
The present report also highlights the important roles played by multiple other stakeholders at
various different societal levels in combating undeclared work and illegal employment.
Alongside the work undertaken by the multi-industry alliances to combat undeclared work and
unlawful employment, national cooperation between the responsible federal and Länder entities
and the social security bodies has been further improved and intensified.
With the help of targeted interactions and ongoing information-sharing among all those
involved, it is possible to reduce and prevent undeclared work and illegal employment on a
long-term basis. This is a general government objective for which the Federation and the
Länder will continue to take joint responsibility. In the next reporting period, the focus will be
on evaluating the Act to Combat Unlawful Employment and Benefit Fraud, further increasing
staffing levels at the FKS, and improving the equipment at the FKS’s disposal, among other
issues.
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